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introduction:

II

This all really began back in second year.  As we were working
late one night, I made an offhand comment to my friends about my goal
to design things underwater.  It was probably only because at the moment I was working on a project that involved water.  Or maybe it was
because I had been a competitive swimmer in my pre-architecture days.  
Or maybe it was because I had always dreamed of living by the sea one
day - but then again lots of people have that dream.  Whatever it was that
made me say that, it stuck with me.  It started with a string of studio projects where I pushed water into them in any way, shape, or form.  I put
fountains into any project with an outdoor plaza, I performed ice studies
and eventually used it as a wall system for pavilions on a glacier, and I
even convinced myself that a small Chinese village needed a swimming
pool, just so I could design a natatorium.  This all eventually resulted in
me telling my thesis mentor that I wanted to study “underwater architecture” for my thesis.
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intent

Over 70% of the world’s surface is covered with water, making it seem uninhabitable.1 Or is it? From very early accounts in history man has been able to survive
living on water for extended periods of time. Historically this time was a result
of traveling, not necessarily a desire to live on the water. Even today, structures
built for the aquatic environment fit more into the realm of tourism and leisure or a
type of science / maritime study space, than a permanent dwelling. Living under
or on water is certainly not a new idea. There are many science fiction precedents
for this, as well as built historical projects, and several recent designs for large
underwater resorts currently in the planning and construction stages. One can
conclude that man has some desire, or at minimum a mild curiosity, with what an
aquatic dwelling could offer. The intent of this thesis seeks to investigate mans
future habitable relationship with the aquatic environment and study the architecture
that facilitates this.
Science fiction has given us many options for an aquatic dwelling in an idealized
form, where practical issues such as sunlight, tides, and most importantly lack of
oxygen are simply not dealt with. These are important prototypes to consider to
maintain a childlike curiosity and fascination with this project. An in-depth analysis
will provide an understanding of what is purposefully unconsidered, which is what
makes the prototype hypothetical, but once dealt with can turn the project into a
practical and viable solution.
As technology increases so does the ability to turn some of these science fiction
fantasy concepts into reality. Currently there are a number of high-end underwater
resorts in planning or construction phases. The Hydropolis of Dubai is a luxury resort being built on the Persian Gulf floor, around 66 feet below the water surface.
The Poseidon Undersea Resort is planned for location 40 feet underwater off the
coast of Fiji.2 Feedback and public opinion for these works has been largely positive however little information can be found on the actual progress of construction.
Both were scheduled for an opening date, or at minimum a time to begin making
reservations in 2009, however, there appears have been little or no physical development for either of the projects. Certainly the technology exists to make these
designs into a reality however, the qualities of staying in a luxury resort might be
1
2
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http://www.globalchange.umich.edu/globalchange2/current/lectures/freshwater_supply/freshwater.html
http://blog.hotelclub.com/top-five-underwater-hotels/

Plate 1: Rising sea levels

too futuristic for current society. A point to be considered in this thesis.
One must also be conscious of the very practical benefits towards dwelling in
an aquatic environment. Estimates made by the International Panel on Climate
Change in 2007 state that the average global sea level will rise somewhere between .6 to 2 feet in the next century. Putting this is real estate terms: “a two foot
rise in sea level would eliminate approximately 10,000 square miles of land.”3 The
land that would be eliminated contains some of the world’s densest urban communities. Currently 75% percent of Americans live on or within 50 miles of the coast.4
Globally 634 million people live in coastal areas within 30 feet of sea level.5 From
this information a conclusion can be drawn that there is either an affinity or necessity or perhaps both that people have for living close to water. The fact that many
current homes will soon be underwater and the desire and / or need people have
to live near it serves as an interesting starting point for the investigation into the
socioeconomic issues associated with aquatic environments.

Plate 2: Flooding in New Orleans

Another investigation into the practicalities of aquatic environments includes natural
disasters. Water is often one of the main contributors to the devastating effects of
these. The project will be developed on both a macro and micro scale. The macro being the permanent dwelling. The micro being a simplified version that could
quickly be distributed among natural disaster victims and then easily assembled.
For instance victims of flooding could utilize a temporary micro scale version, while
they wait for water levels to decline.
This thesis could be developed in one of two ways, become completely conceptual
or become a scientific and engineering study into aquatic structure and materiality.
What I propose is a hybrid. By proposing to include both practical and conceptual
qualities this allows for certain liberties to be taken in regards to the engineering
side. This also allows for the thesis to have the ability to focus around design,
something that can allow for the qualities found in science fiction accounts to shine
through, yet also allow the practical reasoning behind choosing an aquatic dwelling
to guide development.

3
4
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http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/effects/coastal/index.html
http://www.oregon.gov/DSL/SSNERR/docs/EFS/EFS39risesea.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_sea_level_rise
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site description

Due to the nature of this thesis the site will broadly include any body of water.
However, for purposes of the final design there will be a determined precise location to exemplify how one of these dwellings on the macro scale would fit into the
aquatic environment.
The location of this final site will be determined by the following criteria:
1_The site will be within the first few tons of meters of water. This is due to the
fact that most solar radiation (light and heat) is absorbed here.16
2_The site will not be in a position where the water will freeze and therefore leave
the dwelling in a dangerous position unreachable by outsiders. The site will have
temperate climate conditions. This criterion will utilize maps such as plate 4 to
determine where suitable oceanic temperatures occur.
3_The site will be one of rich natural beauty. This criterion will serve to exploit
the aesthetic qualities found with an aquatic dwelling. Examples of beauty include
areas with coral reefs, known schools of fish, and aquatic vegetation. Plate 6
displays the locations of coral reefs.
4_The site will be a reasonable distance from the land, to allow for frequent shore
excursions.
However, emphasis should be placed on the fact that these criteria are only to
show how one macro dwelling could be placed in the environment. These dwellings are meant to respond to a variety of situations. Broadly including any body
of water as a site will allow for the location to shift from disaster relief areas to
coastal areas with intense sea level rise.
Also site consideration must take into account the differing personality types that
will be attracted to living in an aquatic environment. The personality of an adventurer is far different than that of a recluse. Both of these personality types could
possibly be attracted to this kind of lifestyle, but both would desire a different site
within the Earth’s bodies of water.

6
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http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/Water/temp.html&edu=high

Plate 3: Sea Level surface temperature

Plate 4: Global coral reef locations

methodology

As a foundation for the research the past highly conceptual, and often fantastical
science fiction precedents will provide insight into mans curiosity with aquatic environments. The main science fiction work of interest will be Jules Verne’s 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea. Alongside of this research an investigation into the
practical reasons of substituting a landlocked dwelling for an aquatic dwelling will
be pursued. A preliminary study of this includes issues of rising sea level, natural
disasters, overcrowding, and resource availability. Non-fictional accounts will also
be investigated, these will largely center around Jacque Cousteau. Research will
include investigation into his Continental Shelf Stations (undersea colonies), his
1964 documentary film World Without Sun, and his book The Silent World, published in 1953. From this I hope to gain an understanding of how people historically have related to water and expand this study to include how people around the
world currently relate to water. For some the oceans and seas represent a deep
fascination with the mysteries to be found there, for others they represent a valuable resource, and yet for some they strike a sense of fear. Studying the historical
and contemporary relationship human beings have with water, both mentally and
physically, will aid in the design of an aquatic habitat. The psychological implications of living underwater, either in isolation or a community also must be considered.

Plate 5: Illustration of Jacque Cousteau’s Conshelf II

My own ability to understand the effects of being underwater will be critical. Firsthand experience of swimming competitively for eight years will aid this. However, to further my understanding, I plan on obtaining a scuba diving certification,
so that I can relate first hand to prolonged exposure to an underwater environment. Through this I can also study the effects of light and sight lines. There are
several underwater resorts currently in the works now however, there are only two
in operation; Utter Inn located in Vasteras, Sweden and in Jules Undersea Lodge
located in Key Largo, Florida. The Jules Undersea Lodge will serve as the location of a site visit.
After performing the aforementioned research, investigation into the architectural
built form will be pursued, taking into account issues surrounding space, place,
tectonics, and construction at building scales. While recognizing that there are
many, the final design will present one possible solution for mans future habitable
dwelling in an aquatic environment.

5

naab
performance
criteria
Through research, design, and the final development of the thesis a commitment to
meet these NAAB criteria (at minimum) will be fully adhered to.

A-1 Communication Skills: Ability to read, write, listen, and speak effectively
A-2 Design Thinking Skills: Ability to raise clear and precise questions, use abstract ideas to interpret information, consider diverse points of view, reach wellreasoned conclusions, and test them against relevant criteria and standards
A-3 Visual Communication Skills: Ability to use appropriate representational media,
including freehand drawing and computer technology, to convey essential formal
elements at each stage of the programming and design process
A-5 Investigative Skills: Ability to gather, assess, record, apply and comparatively
evaluate relevant information in architectural coursework and design process
A-6 Fundamental Design Skills: Ability to effectively use basic architectural and
environmental principles in the design
A-7 Use of Precedents: Ability to examine and comprehend the fundamental principles present in relevant precedents and to make choices regarding the incorporation of such principles present in relevant precedents and to make choices regarding the incorporation of such principles in to architectural and urban design projects
A-8 Ordering Systems Skills: Understanding the fundamentals of both natural and formal
ordering systems and the capacity of each to inform two- and three-dimensional design
B-1 Pre-Design: Ability to prepare a comprehensive program for an architectural
project, such as by providing an assessment of client and user needs, an inventory
of space and equipment requirements, an analysis of site conditions, a review of
the relevant laws and standards and assessment of their implications for the project, and a definition of site selection and design assessment criteria.
B-2 Accessibility: Ability to design sites, facilities, and systems to provide independent and integrated use by individuals with mobility, sensory, physical and cognitive
disabilities
B-4 Site Design: Ability to respond to site characteristics, including proper contour
manipulation in the development of a project design
C-2 Human Behavior: Understanding of the relationship between human behavior,
the natural environment and the design of the built environment.
C-9 Ethics and Professional Judgement: Understanding of the ethical issues
involved in the formation of professional judgement regarding social, political and
cultural issues in architectural design and practice
6
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premise / intent

8

Water is truly one of the most magical things on this planet.  It’s
many unique qualities; transparency, shapelessness, and solvency, are
just a few of the reasons as to why it’s so interesting.  Our ability, or
perhaps inability to occupy it, for only a limited period of time or with
special assistance is one of the the reasons it is so mysterious and possibly why so many are drawn to it.
The connection between water and architecture is large and has
a strong historical base.  Primarily it stems from transportation uses, but
the goal of this thesis was to branch it into architecture  
The opportunity for architecture on water can seem endless.  
One of the most common architectural ideas is to design for disaster
relief from water elements; flooding, hurricanes, typhoons, et cetera.  
Water is seen as a threat to many people in many different locations, that
is a natural and very valid response.  However, dealing with water in that
sense (of providing relief from it)  puts water as the enemy.  Whereas
what peaked my interest in water stemmed from its many experiential
qualities.  I made a decision very early on to focus on the experience
of the user and their relationship with the water and  that is what drove
every design decision made.
9

research / analysis

10

True to my intent the research started with a study of experiential qualities.  It broadened to include as many different kinds of studies and
investigations as possible that would give me a wide range of material to
work from.  The research and analysis stage was extremely important in
setting up the framework for the entire thesis project.

11
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theoretical premise
The thesis research began with intensive readings into various philosophies and studies on the state of being and occupancy regarding ones position above, on, and under
abstracted positions in space, with purposeful limited focus upon water as the plane of
reference.  It then branched into a precedent study involving anything and everything
water related.

13

readings:

The base diagram represents information from every reading equally. The
cover layer represents analysis of the
information based upon the importance
and relevance to the thesis, resulting in
three large groupings: being, sense, and
location.
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Seaman
Architecture, Experience, and Phenomenology
Merleau-Ponty,
Phenomenology of Perception
Preface
The Primacy of Perception
Chapter 2
Arnheim,
Visual Thinking
Chapter 2: Intelligence of Visual Perception
The Dynamics of Architectural Form
Chapter 2: Vertical and Horizontal
Heidegger,
Basic Writings
Chapter 1: Being and Time
Menin
Constructing Place
Introduction
Retreating to Dwell: Playing and Retreating at
Murratsato
Sharr
The Professor's House at Freiburgim - Breisgqu
Ewing
Horizon in the Hamar Museum: an instrument of
architecture and a way of looking at site
Weston
From Place to Planet: Jorn Utzon's Earthland
platforms and floating roofs
Unwin
Constructing Place...On the Beach
Blom
Transparency and Catatonia
Pallasmaa
The Eyes of the Skin
Golaxy
Earth Sheltered Habitat
Rush
On Architecture

being
senses
location

most relevant
more relevant
relevant
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I. A.Being
Perception is created from 3 components.

1. Consciousness
a. Understanding
i. We should investigate beings on the basis of how they are already
understood
ii. Understanding something; equals the analysis of existence.
b. Reality
i. Reality cannot be grasped directly because it is available only through
perceptions of reality which are representation of it in the mind.
c. “Consciousness is not ‘in’ the mind but rather conscious of something other
than itself” – Husserl
d. We do not exist as ourselves but are a network of many beings, man among
men, conscious among consciousness.
e. We are a network of relationships
f. Preconsciousness
2. The world
a. The built environment
i. Place is the most unique experience of space
ii. Place is bound within actions, routines, others who dwell within them,
and sensory engagements of the human mind with situation.
b. Genius loci
i. The character in the atmosphere of a place with reference to the
impression on the mind.
ii. We project our innerselves onto a place and the place projects onto us.
c. “All knowledge of the world is gained from point of view.” – Merlou-Ponty
d. The world is there before any possible analysis of mine.
e. “The world is not an object such that I have in my possession the law of its
making – it is the natural setting for all thoughts and perceptions.
3. The human body
a. Something one moves with, not something one moves
b. The unity and movement of the body is coordinated
c. The body is not primordially an object for the person
d. The body is ever present to the person
e. Bodies are in constant interaction with the environment, the world, and our
self
f. Role of the body as the locus of perception through consciousness
B. Phenomenology
1. Deepens normal sensory reactions		
2. The consciousness experience, without accounting for explanation, abstract
thought, or traditional, philosophical questions.
3. “The phenomenological world is not pure being, but the sense which is revealed
where the paths of my various experiences intersect, and also where my own and
other people intersect and engage each other like gears.

4. Starting point for getting to essences – a direct experience of the world as it is,
not explained by science, history, or sociology.
a. A return to the things themselves.
b. Existence does not stem from antecedents, from the physical, social environment, existence sustains them.
C. Understanding
1. We should investigate beings on the basis of how they are already understood
2. Understanding something; equals the analysis of existence.
a. We cannot understand something if we cannot see ourselves in it, experiencing it.
3. Dasein
a. Heidegger’s rejection of the separation of mind, body, and place; and holistic
term: Dasein, literally meaning ‘being there.”
b. Our understanding of the world is determined directly by our experiencing
of it.
i. Understanding is vague and unique.
ii. We cannot explain how to do something, but we can show by doing it.
c. Anti-Cartesian
D. Architectural References
1. The experience of architecture is bound within the experience of your body as
the means for that experience.
a. Can architecture push the boundaries/limits of embodied experience?
i. Introduce radically different and even shocking experiences to uproot us
from nature.
ii. Use nature to create the more shocking experience and draw us away
from the mundane, stereotyped, and unnatural communities we live in.
iii. Architecture can provide grounds fro perception into unknown worlds;
what we understand and don’t.
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II. A.Senses
The 6 senses.

1. Touch
a. Mother of all senses
b. Understand distances and separation through touch.
c. Understand nearness, intimacy, and affection.
d. Haptic experience
i. All other senses deeply connected with touch.
2. Sight
a. Dominants the other senses in modern architecture
b. Most related to perception
c. Understand distances and separation through sight.
d. Sight can operate selectively
3. Sound
a. Understand distances and separation through sound (echos).
b. Susceptible to highly complex organizations in space and time.
c. “Space traced by the ear in darkness can carve a cavity sculpted in the
mind” - Pallasmaa
4. Smell
a. Most persistent memory of any place is created by smell.
5. Taste
a. Hardest to put into architecture.
B. Polyphony of the senses
1. The built environment can serve as the vehicle to use all of the senses.
2. Heightening one’s senses can allow for a more heightened overall sensory
experience.
a. Leads to a deeper understanding of the space you are in.
C. Light
1. Very ingrained with sight and touch, but can have such effects on the viewer,
almost qualifies as a seventh sensory experience.
2. Depth and shadows lead to imagination in more mysterious ways
3. “Homogeneous bright light paralyzes the imagination in the same way that
homogenization of space weakens the experience of being and wipes away sense
of place.”

19

above
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on

be low

III.
Positioning:
A person’s point of view (both physically and mentally) directly determines their understanding
of what they are seeing. As does movement (parallax)
A. Above
1. Verticality stresses: (negatives contributed to long-term effects)
a. Hierarchy
b. Ambition
c. Isolation
i. Inwardness
d. Competition
i. Assertiveness
ii. Human pride
e. Highly idealized and disembodied
i. It is easy to make something look ideal when seen from above, no
contact with actual conditions/reality.
2. Positive connotations (contributed to short-term effects)
a. Judge
b. Power
c. Watchman
d. Spirituality
i. A rise from Earth = realm of light
ii. Positive Enlightenment and unobstructed outlook
3. Gravity
a. Most noticed in ‘Above’ location
b. Themes of weightlessness and flotation
c. Climbing = striving to overcome a counter force located in own body
i. gratification consists in the conquering of one’s own inert heaviness to
get to a high goal
d. The sense of gravity is the essence of all architectonic structures and great
architecture makes us aware of the world and at the same time makes us
aware of the depth of the earth and the dream of flight and levitation
e. How do we overcome something like gravity?
i. In water gravity acts differently
f. when reach final position feeling is, center point of self is too far below
B. On (Zero level)
1. Horizontality emphasizes
a. Interaction
b. Free mobility
c. Ease of progress
d. Arena of action
i. Object and organizer of all human activity
e. Immense space
f. No direction
g. Easiest

h. Infiniteness
2. Horizontal Plane as site
a. First/essential piece in any formal system
b. Making territory of significant opposition
c. Understanding intention of site
i. Surrounding limits and environment
d. Open/expanse unbounded, formless, filled
3. Neutral
a. Gravity
b. Connotations
c. Easiest for man to occupy, most historically/commonly occupied
4. Additive
a. Matter abounds but leaves spaces in between
b. Contrast with removal in ‘below’
C. Below
1. Negative Connotations
a. Absence of light
b. Absence of noise - eerie
c. bad construction
d. graves/demons
e. poverty
f. isolation (same as above)
g. dampness
2. Gravity
a. Different effect from above and on
b. More effect of succumbing to something by traveling downward and then
when reached final position, then feeling is neutral.
3. Removal
a. Process of digging into Earth (or another material)
b. Compactness through which openings must be bored
c. Material must be place in ‘on’ position
d. Becoming involved with matter, rather than relinquishing it
4. Light (absence/artificial)
a. Creates realm/entrance to darkness
b. Explore superficiality, ‘light shine in the dark’
c. Darkness can create a sense of community, which leads to solidarity and
strengthens the power of the word

21
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precedent study
A simultaneous investigation, alongside the theoretical premise, took place through a precedent study.  The theoretical
premise was purposefully divorced from water, however the
precedent study was completely dependent upon it.  Built
projects, competitions, theoretical studies, submarines, naval
architecture, et cetera were all studied based on their relationship to water.  Attention was paid to their relative location
to water; and they were categorized as: above, on, or below.  
Each project was printed on a 3” x 5” note card allowing for
notes to be made on the back.

23

notecards:
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above

on

below
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notecards:

These 9 represent a small
sampling of some of the most
interesting.

above

on

below
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water study 1
28

This is the first in a series of studies I did involving water and represents the first iteration of empirical
knowledge I pursued.  These images were taken at the fountain near the base of the pedestrian bridge,
crossing from Omaha to Council Bluffs, on the Omaha side.  The camera was placed to either capture
the effect of the water shooting straight up at the lens from the jet or to capture the water on its descent
falling towards the lens.  While this made for interesting images, it really only served to peak my interest
in the different qualities water has and the different ways it can be seen.

29

water study 2
30

After I used the camera to capture various water qualities I wanted to try and capture it through some sort
of live drawing.  This was painted at Branched Oak Lake using oil paints on a 16” x 5” block of wood.  In
the beginning I started just trying to paint the scene before me.  However, as I continued I became more
interested in trying to capture the constant motion of the waves.  The outcome was pretty unsuccessful, but I did learn that the quality of continuous motion is extremely hard to capture in a still image.  This
started my use of using video to both capture and then use it to retell and represent the qualities of water
in a much more convincing manner.  

31
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study of scuba divers
I wanted to study people who loved being in the water.  Scuba
divers were selected as a group to study because the inherent
nature of their activity revolves entirely around it.   The goal
was to gain an understanding for not only how scuba diving
equipment performed but also why they did this activity in the
first place.  What is the motivation behind scuba divers?

33

depth:
40’
recreational diving limit for
divers aged under 12 years
and beginner divers

34

60’
recreational diving limit for
divers with Open Water
certification

100’
recommended recreational
diving limit for divers, average deph at which nitrogen
narcosis symptoms begin to
appear

130’
absolute recreational
diving limit

180’
technical diving limit for
“extended range” dives

218’
depth at which compressed
air results in an unacceptable
risk of oxygen toxicity
330’
recommended max technical diving limit

509’
record depth for scuba
dive on compressed air

660’
absolute limit for surface
light penetration sufficient
for plant growth, though
minimal visibility possible
farther down

1,082’

world record for deepest dive on SCUBA
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best locations:
1. Yongala, Australia
2. Blue Corner Wall, Palau, Micronesia
3. Barracuda Point, Sipadan Island
South Point, Sipadan
Turtle Tavern, Sipadan
Sipadan Drop Off, Sipadan
Hanging Garden, Sipadan
4. Thistlegorm, Egyptian Red Sea
Shark and Yolanda Reef, Egyptian Red Sea
Big Brother, Egyptian Red Sea
Elphinstone Reef, Egyptian Red Sea
Ras Mohammed, Egyptian Red Sea
Blue Hole, Dahab, Egyptian Red Sea
Straits of Tiran, Egyptian Red Sea
Jackson Reef, Egypt
Deadalus, Eqyptian Red Sea
Ghiannis D, Egypt
Little Brother, Egyptian Red Sea
5. Manta Ray Night Dive, Kailua Kona, Hawaii
6. Great Blue Hole, Belize
Half Moon Wall, Belize
The Canyons, Utila, Honduras
7. Liberty, Bali, Indonesia
Gili Air, Indonesia
8. Sha’ab Rumi South, Sudan
St. Johns, Egypt
Umbria, Sudan
9. Sodwana bay, South Africa
Aliwal Shoal, South Africa
10. President Coolidge, Vanuatu
11. Great White Wall, Tavieuni Fiji
Split Rock, Kadavu Isle, Fiji
Wakaya Passage, Fiji
Fish Factory, Vuna Reef, Taveuni, Fiji
Shark Fin, Point, Fiji
12. Manta Reef, Mozambique
Barra Reef, Mozambique
Office, Mozambique
13. Poor Knights, New Zealand
Rainbow Warrier, New Zealand
Tiputa Pass, Rangiroa, New Zealand
14. Osprey Reef, Coral Sea, Australia
Fish Rock, Off South West Rocks,
New South Wales, Australia
15. Tubbataha, Palawan, Philippines
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16. Maaya Thila, Maldives
Rangali Madivaru, Maldives
Manta Point, Maldives
The Express, Kuredu, Maldives
17. Bloody Bay Wall, Little Cayman
Stingray City, Grand Cayman
Shark Alley, Grand Cayman
18. Dos Ojos, Playa del Carmen, Mexico
Santa Rosa Wall, Cozumel, Mexico
Palancanar Bricks, Cozumel, Mexico
Cenotes, Playa Del Carmen, Mexico
19. Gordon’s Rock, Galapagos
Darwin’s Island, Galapagos
Wolf Island, Galapagos
Darwin Arch, Galapagos
20. Mnemba Island, Tanzania
Mafia Island, Tanzania
21. Cod Hole, Northern Great Barrier Reef, Australia
Pixie Pinnacle / Pixie Wall, Great Barrier Reef, Australia
Holmes Reef, Coral Sea, Australia
22. Ulong Channel, Palau
Peteliu Express, Palau
23. Grand Central Station, Gizo, Solomon Islands
24. The Zenobia, Cyprus
25. Similans, Thailand
Japanese Gardens, Koh Tao, Thailand
South West, Koh Tao, Thailand
26. Puerto Galera, Philippines
27. Dirty Rock, Cocos Island, Costa Rica
28. Protea Banks, South Africa
29. Blue Hole, Gozo, Malta
Cirkewwa, Malta
30. Pedras Secas, Noronha, Brazil
31. Hilma Hooker, Bonaire
32. Castle Rock, Komodo National Park, Indonesia
Canibal Rock, Komodo, Indonesia
33. Booroo, Isle of Man
34. Wreck of the Bahama Mama, New Providence, Bahamas
35. Los Testigos Islands, Venezuela
36. Perpendicular Wall, Christmas Island, Australia
37. Blockship Tabarka, Scapa Flow, Orkney, Scotland
38. Diamond Rocks, Kilkee, Ireland
39. Fujikawa Maru, Truk Lagoon, New Zealand
40. Bay of Pigs, Cuba
41. Great Basses Reef, Sri Lanka
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equipment:
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wasted energy

wasted energy
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thrust
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Newton’s third law of motion in relation to fins:
“Every action is opposed by an equal and opposite reaction”

fins

buddy

wet / dry suit

air into BCD,
BCD expands,
diver floats

cylinder
air out of BCD,
BCD shrinks
diver sinks

cylinder, gauge
console, and regulator

BCD
(Buoyancy compensation device)

gauge console

BCD

regulator

dive computer

color absorption
0’
15’
light refraction

30’
45’
60’
objects appear
larger and closer

mask and
snorkel

actual fish

75’

100’

weights
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methods of entry:

shore entry

40

backward role entry

giant stride entry

saturation entry
saturation diving allows one to
enter the way already at a lowered
level, resulting in the ability to get
much deeper much faster and with
less detrimental effects.
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decompression limits:
Diving Table

minutes under water
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120 130 140

150

160 170

180

190 200

-10’
-15’
-20’
-30’
-40’
-50’

feet under water

-60’
-70’
-80’
-90’

no decompression limit

-100’
-110’
-120’
-130’
-140’
-150’
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must complete 3 min. safety stop at 15’
must complete 8 min. decompression stop at 15’
must complete 15 min. decompression stop at 15’

210

220 230

allow for the oxygen levels in their blood to return to normal before returning to the surface
60
40
72
4 39 8 decompression stops and regulated
113
60 surface
14 15 intervals to
diving
paths
divers15
must complete29mandatory

minutes

allow for
the oxygen
levels
in their
blood to
return to normal
before
returning
the surface
diving
paths:
divers must
complete
mandatory
decompression
stops and
regulated
surfacetointervals
to allow for the oxygen levels in their blood
to return to normal before returning to the surface
-50’
-60’ 40
minutes

72

60

15

-50’

-70’ 29 4

39

8

113

60

14 15

-100’
-50’
-60’

-50’

-120’

-70’
-100’
-120’

surface interval stop
decompression stop
divers path

saturation diving new surface level contains dry pressurized habitat at same pressuresurface
as surrounding
interval stop

water depth,
after anew
period
of level
24 hours
body
becomes habitat
saturated
(equalized
to surrounding
new working
asafter
surface
level)
decompression
stop
saturation
diving:
surface
contains
dry pressurized
at same
pressure as
waterlevel
depth,
a period
of 24 hours

divers to
path
length
of timesaturated
then spent
underwater
at thatlevel
level
is unlimited
(in regards
to decompression),
returns
body
becomes
(equalized
to new working
as surface
level) length
of time then
spent underwater atnot
thatuntil
level body
is unlimited
(in regards
actual
surface level
must
typical
be completed
to
decompression),
not until
body
returnsdecompression
to actual surface level
must typical decompression be completed
surface
level
new
working
level
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inflating effects:

standard
1 Aluminum 80
cylinder tank at
3,000 psi
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inflates 80 cu ft,
about the size of a
telephone booth

submerging a closed flexible air space
depth

pressure

volume

density

0’

1 ATM

1

1

33’

2 ATM

1/2

X2

66’

3 ATM

1/3

X3

99’

4 ATM

1/4

X4

volume effects in submerging a closed flexible air space
without adding additional air
(free diving)
descent

ascent

with adding additional air (scuba diving)
descent

breathing
ascent

breathing
ascent

1

1/2

no air
coming in,
air can
go out

air is
coming
in and out

lungs return to normal

lungs return to normal

1/3

no air
coming out
increasing
volume
causes
burst lung

1/4
lungs burst
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types:

recreational

professional

technical
46

adventure

nature

photography / videography

commercial opportunities

cave

wreck / historical

camaraderie

freedom

introduction to new world

scientific studies

search and rescue / law enforcement

military

night

ice

extreme depth
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but why?
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In the end I discovered that there is this sense of discovery that comes with scuba diving. Scuba divers talk of
the exhilaration that comes with sinking beneath the surface of water and seeing a completely different world.
The ability to stay underwater for longer than humanly possible with the use of scuba equipment allows for a
secondary sense of adventure tied with danger.

“As a diver you are weightless and can move in three dimensions in a fluid environment.” - Dennis Graver
“Words are inadequate to describe the peaceful solitude of inner space one feels underwater.” - Dennis Graver
“For some its the beauty of the reef and the marine life that inhabits it, for others it’st he thrill of discovery deep inside a wreck or cave - everyone has a different reason for scuba divng, but most would agree that it’s for the sheer enjoyment of experiencing the underwater world, a world so far removed form ours
that it will truly amaze you.”
“The sea, once it casts its spell, holds one in its net of wonder forever.” - Jacques Cousteau
“From birth, man carries the weight of gravity on his shoulders. He is bolted to earth. But man has only to sink beneath the surface and he is free” - Jacques
Cousteau
“Scuba diving is sensual. To breathe underwater is one of the most fascinating and peculiar sensations imaginable. Breathing becomes a rhythmic melody
of inhalations and exhalations. The cracks and pops of fish and crustaceans harmonize with the rhythmic chiming of the bubbles as you exhale. Soon, lungs
act as bellows, controlling your buoyancy as you achieve weightlessness. And, as in your dreams, you are flying. Combine these otherworldly stimuli and you
surrender completely to the sanctuary of the underwater world.” - Tec Clark
“Since the magic moment my eyes opened under the sea, it was not possible for me to see, think, and live as before.” - Jacques Cousteau
“When you descend beneath the surface of the water, you enter a new and beautiful world.” - Dennis Graver
“It is quite conceivable that underwater man will be spiritually transformed by his activity, that from his intercourse with the sea he will receive an unexpected
gift: a certain wisdom, a different way of thinking, judging and making decisions.” - Jean-Albert Foex

discovery
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study of surfers
The study of surfers was performed simultaneously with the
study of scuba divers.  Surfers were selected for the same reasons as the scuba divers; and although their activity is much
less dependent on being underwater it is still completely
dependent on the availability of water.   The goal remained the
same as with the scuba divers: to gain an understanding for
how they were able to do their activity, but also why they did it
in the first place.  What is the motivation behind surfers?
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best locations:
1. Backdoor, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Banzai Pipeline, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
1. Backdoor,
North
Shore,
Oahu,
Hawaii
Chuns Reef,
North
Shore,
Oahu,
Hawaii
Banzai
Pipeline, North
Gas Chambers,
NorthShore,
Shore,Oahu,
Oahu,Hawaii
Hawaii
Chuns
Reef,
North
Shore,
Oahu,
Hawaii
Halelwa,
North
Shore,
Oahu,
Hawaii
Gas
Chambers,
Shore,
Hawaii
Laniakea,
NorthNorth
Shore,
Oahu,Oahu,
Hawaii
Halelwa,
North
Shore,
Oahu,
Hawaii
Log Cabins,
North
Shore,
Oahu,
Hawaii
Laniakea,
North
Shore,
Oahu,
Hawaii
Off the Wall,
North
Shore,
Oahu,
Hawaii
Log
Cabins,North
NorthShore,
Shore,Oahu,
Oahu,Hawaii
Hawaii
Pupukea,
Off
the Wall,
North
Shore,
Oahu,
Hawaii
Rockpile,
North
Shore,
Oahu,
Hawaii
Pupukea,
North
Shore,
Oahu,
Hawaii
Rocky Point,
North
Shore,
Oahu,
Hawaii
Rockpile,
North Shore,
Oahu, Oahu,
HawaiiHawaii
Sunset Beach,
North Shore,
Rocky
Point,North
NorthShore,
Shore,Oahu,
Oahu,Hawaii
Hawaii
Velzyland,
Sunset
Beach,
NorthNorth
Shore,
Oahu,Oahu,
Hawaii
Waimea
Bay Point,
Shore,
Hawaii
Velzyland,
North
Shore,
Oahu,
Hawaii
Waimea Bay
Shore
Break,
North
Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Waimea
Point, Oahu,
North Shore,
Waikiki, Bay
Honolulu,
Hawaii Oahu, Hawaii
Waimea
Shore
Break,
North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
MakahaBay
Beach,
Oahu,
Hawaii
Waikiki,
Honolulu,
Oahu,North
Hawaii
Mokuleia
Beach Park,
Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Makaha
Beach,South
Oahu,Shore
Hawaii, Oahu, Hawaii
Sandy Beach,
Beach Park,
Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
2.Mokuleia
Cape Hatteras,
North North
Carolina
South Shore , Oahu, Hawaii
3.Sandy
OceanBeach,
City, Maryland
2.4.Cape
Hatteras,
Carolina
Sebastian
Inlet,North
Florida
3.5.Ocean
City, Cabo
Maryland
La Rocca,
San Lucas, Mexico
4.6.Sebastian
Inlet,
Florida Barbados, West Indies
Soup Bowls,
Bathsheba,
5.7.La
Rocca,
Cabo Brazil
San Lucas, Mexico
Rio
de Janeiro,
6.8.Soup
Bowls,
Bathsheba,
West Indies
Dingle
Peninsula,
CountyBarbados,
Clare, Ireland
7.9.Rio
de Janeiro,
BrazilUnited Kingdom
Crantock,
Cornwall,
8. Dingle
Peninsula,
Ireland
Millock,
Cornwall,County
United Clare,
Kingdom
9. Crantock,
Cornwall,
United Kingdom
Penhale Corner,
Cornwall,
United Kingdom
Millock,
Cornwall,
United Kingdom
Fistral Beach,
Cornwall,
United Kingdom
Penhale
Corner,
Cornwall,
Kingdom
Gwithian,
Cornwall,
UnitedUnited
Kingdom
Fistral
Beach, Cornwall,
Cornwall, United
United Kingdom
Kingdom
Perranporth,
Gwithian,
Cornwall,
United
Kingdom
Porthleven,
Cornwall,
United
Kingdom
Perranporth,
Cornwall,
United United
Kingdom
Porthmere Beach,
Cornwall,
Kingdom
Porthleven,
Cornwall,
United
Kingdom
10.
Jersey, Channel
Islands,
United
Kingdom
Porthmere
Beach,
Cornwall,
Kingdom
11.
Caithness,
Scotland,
UnitedUnited
Kingdom
10. Jersey,
United
Kingdom
OrkneyChannel
Islands, Islands,
Scotland,
United
Kingdom
11.
Scotland,
Kingdom
12.Caithness,
Bidart Plage,
Biarritz,United
France
Orkney
Scotland,
Cote deIslands,
Basque,
Biarritz, United
FranceKingdom
12. Bidart
Plage,
Biarritz,
France
Guethary,
Pays
Basque,
France
Cote
de Basque,
Biarritz,
France
Hossegor,
Landes,
France
Pays Spain
Basque, France
13.Guethary,
Pays Basque,
France
14.Hossegor,
Byron Bay,Landes,
New South
Wales, Australia
13. Pays
Basque,
Spain
Burleigh
Heads,
Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
14. Byron
Bay, New
Australia
Duranbah,
GoldSouth
Coast,Wales,
Queensland,
Australia
Burleigh
Heads,
Gold
Coast,
Queensland,
Australia
Greenmount,
Gold
Coast,
Queensland,
Australia
Duranbah,
Coast,
Queensland,
Australia
Kirra, GoldGold
Coast,
Queensland,
Australia
Greenmount,
Rainbow Bay,Gold
GoldCoast,
Coast,Queensland,
Queensland,Australia
Australia
Kirra,
GoldRocks,
Coast,Gold
Queensland,
Australia Australia
Snapper
Coast, Queensland,
Rainbow Bay, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
52 Snapper Rocks, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia

Stradbroke Island, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
Surfers Paradise, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
Stradbroke
Island,
Gold Coast,
Queensland,
Australia
Broken Head,
Northern
New South
Wales, Australia
Surfers
Paradise,
Gold Coast,
Australia
Cabarita
Beach, Northern
NewQueensland,
South Wales,
Australia
Broken
GrassyHead,
Head,Northern
NorthernNew
NewSouth
SouthWales,
Wales,Australia
Australia
Cabarita
Beach,Northern
NorthernNew
NewSouth
SouthWales,
Wales,Australia
Australia
Lennox Head,
Head, Victoria,
NorthernAustralia
New South Wales, Australia
15.Grassy
Bells Beach,
Lennox
Head,
Northern
New South Wales, Australia
Johanna,
Victoria,
Australia
15. Bells
Beach,
Victoria,
Australia
Torquay,
Victoria,
Australia
Australia
16.Johanna,
Denmark,Victoria,
Western
Australia
Victoria,
17.Torquay,
Indicators,
North Australia
Island, New Zealand
16. Denmark,
Western
Piha, North
Island,Australia
New Zealand
17. Indicators,
NorthIsland,
Island,New
NewZealand
Zealand
Ragian, North
North
Island,
18.Piha,
Tavarua
Island,
FijiNew Zealand
North
Island, New Zealand
19.Ragian,
Teahupoo,
Tahiti
18.
Fiji Hawaii
20.Tavarua
HonoluaIsland,
Bay, Maui,
19.
TahitiHawaii
21.Teahupoo,
Lahaina, Maui,
1
20.
Bay,Beach,
Maui, California
Hawaii
22.Honolua
Huntington
21. Lahaina,
Maui, Hawaii
San Clemente
Pier, California
21
22. Huntington
Beach,
California
San Onofre,
California
San
Clemente
Pier, California
Sunset
Cliffs, California
Onofre,
California
23.San
Malibu,
California
Sunset
Cliffs,
California
Half Moon
Bay
, California
23. Malibu,
California
Santa Cruz,
California
Moon
Bay Peru
, California
24.Half
Punta
Rocas,
25.Santa
CostaCruz,
Nova,California
Aveiro, Portugal
24.
Rocas, Peniche,
Peru
26.Punta
Supertubos,
Portugal
25.
Nova,
Aveiro, Portugal
27.Costa
La Santa,
Lanzarote,
Canary Islands
26. Supertubos,
Peniche,
Portugal
La Santa Lefts,
Lanzarote,
Canary Islands
27. La
Santa,
Lanzarote,
Lobos
Island,
CanaryCanary
IslandsIslands
La
Santa
Lefts,
Lanzarote, Canary
Islands
The
Bubble,
Fuerteventura,
Canary
Islands
Island,
28.Lobos
Anchor
Point,Canary
Agadir,Islands
Morocco
Bubble,
29.The
Cape
ThreeFuerteventura,
Points, Ghana Canary Islands
28.
Point,
Agadir,
Morocco
30.Anchor
Cape St.
Francis,
South
Africa
29. Cape
Three
Points,
Jeffrey’s
Bay,
SouthGhana
Africa
30.
Francis,
South
Africa
31.Cape
CaveSt.
Rock,
Durban,
South
Africa
Jeffrey’s
Bay, South
Africa
North Beach,
Durban,
South Africa
31.
Rock, Durban,
South
Africa
32.Cave
Dungeons,
Cape Town,
South
Africa
Beach,
Durban,
South
AfricaQueensland, Australia
33.North
Noosa
Heads,
Sunshine
Cosast,
32.
CapeNorthern
Town, South
34.Dungeons,
Avalon Beach,
New Africa
South Wales, Australia
33. Noosa
Cosast,
Queensland,
Australia
Bondi Heads,
Beach, Sunshine
Sydney, New
South
Wales, Australia
34. Avalon
New South
South Wales,
Wales,Australia
Australia
Manly Beach,
Beach, Northern
Sydney, New
Beach,
35.Bondi
Niijima
Island,Sydney,
Japan New South Wales, Australia
Beach,
New South Wales, Australia
36.Manly
Uluwatu,
Bali,Sydney,
Indonesia
35.
Island,
Japan
37.Niijima
Jumierah
Beach,
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
36.
Indonesia
38.Uluwatu,
LohifushiBali,
Island,
Maldives
37. Jumierah Beach, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
38. Lohifushi Island, Maldives
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5
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methods of entry:

1.

Paddle for a wave, keeping the board riding evenly on the surface of the ocean.

2.

Just as you feel the momentum of the surfboard flow faster than your paddling speed, you are
ready to stand up, begin by placing hands firmly on each rail and push up.

3.

Simultaneously, extend your arms completely and pull your knees quickly up to your chest. Be
sure to keep your weight centered with just a little slant forward.

4.

Place your feet firmly on your board, one foot near the tail and one foot just above the midpoint
of the board. Don’t stand up completely erect. Keep a low center of gravity by crouching down and
focusing your weight on the midpoint of the surfboard.
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1
2
3
4
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equipment:

required gear

rails sharp= increased speed
curved= increased control

deck - entire top
surface, not in
contact with
water

scoop - keeps the
board from going
under water when
catching a wave

optional gear

bottom of board
direction of movement
initial water contact
highest pressure

plan

medium pressure

decreasing pressure

low to zero pressure

section
fin keeps board
from turning

board

rocker allows for
leverage
in turning

bottom contour flat contour= increased speed
curved= increased control

possible suction

36

45

buddy

The planning hull sits on top of the water at a slight angle,
allows for greater speed than gliding through the water.
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2-5

0

13
lb

150 lb

10

5

b
5l

7

150 lb

lb

95

lb

b
0l

150 lb

13

10

5

lb

150 lb

0

13

motion

wedging action

150 lb surfer

30

wet / dry suit

15’

In planing state, water does not close in around the tail
(b), the water leaves as soon as it disengages from
trailing edges, then it closes in upon tail (a). The faster
the water can disengage and aviod closing in on tail,
the faster the speed of the board.
a

lb

leash

b
water level flush with bottom of board

ht down the wave) -

traversing - forces nearly equal

turning - large centrifugal force

wax
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required gear
rails sharp= increased speed
curved= increased control

deck - entire top
surface, not in
contact with
water

scoop - keeps the
board from going
under water when
catching a wave

optio

bottom of board
direction of movement
initial water contact
highest pressure

plan

medium pressure

decreasing pressure

low to zero pressure

section
fin keeps board
from turning

board

rocker allows for
leverage
in turning

bottom contour flat contour= increased speed
curved= increased control

15’ above sea level

possible suction

36

The planning hull sits on top of the water at a slight angle,
allows for greater speed than gliding through the water.

60

2-5

0
lb

150 lb

10

5

7

150 lb

lb

95

lb

b

150 lb

13

10

lb

0l

5

lb

150 lb

0

30

13

motion

wedging action

150 lb surfer

b
5l

75

w

13

as the wave face gets
steeper, the sliding force
increases and the force
pressing the board againist the water decreases,
therefore, the steeper the
wave the faster the
board goes

45

buddy

15’

In planing state, water does not close in around the tail
(b), the water leaves as soon as it disengages from
trailing edges, then it closes in upon tail (a). The faster
the water can disengage and aviod closing in on tail,
the faster the speed of the board.
a

lb
b
water level flush with bottom of board

sea level

falling (sliding straight down the wave) large sliding force

traversing - forces nearly equal

turning - large centrifugal force
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wave types:
crest
foam line
face
3

4

gradually sloping bottom
“spilling” breaker (flat / mushy)

3

4

steeply rising bottom

“plunging” breaker (tubing / hollow)
58

shore break

reef break

a wave that breaks
directly on, or very
close to the shore,
this happens when
the beach is very
steep at the shoreline

happens when a
wave breaks over a
coral reef or a rocky
seabed, these are
perhaps the most
dangerous is a
surfer wipes out

Cloudbreak, Fiji

Oahu, Hawaii

point break

beach break

refers to the place
where waves hit
a point of land or
rocks jutting out
from the coastline

Jardim du Mar, Madeira, Portugal

takes place where
waves break on a
sandy seabed

Hossegor, Southern France
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relative speed, height, depth:

60

breaking wave speed (mph)

water depth (feet)

breaking wave height (feet)

5

10

15

10’

5’

5’

10’

15’
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board types:

long boarding

short boarding

tow-in boarding
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8’-14’

23”-24”

provides maximum stability, control, and
buoyancy, best for beginners as easiest to
catch waves with

3”-4”

6’-8’

20”-21”

provides best performance capability, best
for experienced surfers, greater difficulty in
balance and control

2”-3”

5’8”-6’2”

12”-18”

most dynamic type, strategy is still in
development and rapidly evolving, built to
handle high velocity speeds and large
waves, weight of board is heavier, feet are
strapped in
extra equipment required:
jetski, or similar watercraft
suspension cord
sometimes a heliocopter for additional
safety

>2”

10’-12’
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wave and break formation:
wind

ripple

chop

wind
wave

200’

sea

continental slope
600’
fetch

abssyal

a
b

c

d
e
f
h

g

a
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a. wavelength
b. wave height
c. crest
d. still water level
e. trough
f. orb
g. surge limit
h. depth

2

1

4

5

3

1. surf zone
2. breaker
3. uprush
4. backrush
5. surge

As a wave passes, water
particles do not move with
the wave; they complete
an orbit and return to their
starting point
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but why?
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The last quote on the facing page is the most telling for me in understanding the experience found in surfing.
Waves are so temporary and ever changing it takes this coincidental moment where one’s board coincides with
the perfect wave to allow one to surf on it. Surfers take advantage of this ability to interact with the water in a
way that is unlike anything found on land.

“Waves are a kind of unifying force in the universe, there’s light waves, sound waves, and ocean waves are the only wave in which
they are at a human scale. They move at a speed about as fast as we run. Their in this beautiful medium the ocean. All it takes is
just one wave, not even that - one turn, just the moment that keeps pulling you back to have another moment and that feeling
never ends” - Steve Hawk
“It’s not a part of this world, you’re stepping into liquid, you’re stepping off of concrete ground and into an element that is
always changing and moving and surrounding you” - Riding Giants
“Surfing isn’t a sport, it’s a disease” - Big Wednesday
“It’s a beautiful elegant diversion.” - Brokedown Melody
“It gives you a very solid feeling once you’ve swam out into the ocean. You step into another element. The surfing culture reflects that. - Marguerite Moreau
”Once the surfing bug bites you, you can never leave.” - Rabbit Kekai
“Doing something for the first time in life, the first time you do anything, the first time you read a book, the first time you take a step, all the great first things
you ever do in life, there always the most exciting probably the first time you do them. In the way we surf now, surfers all around the world all try to push
each other and do something more and more but I think it’s really hard just to go out, just to pick up your board and go surfing and ride waves and stil get that
same excitment. It has to be about something else, it has to be about what you’re giving back, or how you’re enjoying it, who you’re sharing it with, and when
you see young kids around the world go surfing, you just see them get in the water and its like that purity all over again. It’s like this is fun, and that’s all it is.”
- Brokedown Melody
“I think wave riders have to be reminded how lucky they are, to be performing in that venue, to be playing recreating, dancing, whatever it is - surfing is” Brokedown Melody
“Being able to face a challenge and to live a dream and to feel the energy and get spat out in the end” - Riding Giants
“A magic carpet ride” - Dana Brown
“Surfing is the ultimate spontaneous involvement in a natural medium” - Riding Giants

movement
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water study 3
68

This water study was an attempt to try and capture the surfers ability to occupy the wave in a more
steady and reliable manner.  The red squares represent one’s location on the various parts of the wave;
the crest, the break, and in the tunnel.  This was an interesting model to look at, because in the end it allowed me to see that placing any kind of structure at anyone of these locations was going to completely
change how the wave breaks around it.  No longer would the wave create a tunnel around that red box
location because the structure would cause it to break differently.
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1

4

2

5

3

water study 4
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6

In an attempt to react to the discovery made in the previous water study, I created this series of materials with increasing porosity.  The goal was to determine if the wave would react in a natural manner if
it  passed through a series of materials that allowed for the wave to have almost no obstructions, from
the most porous material, to being completely obstructed by the non-porous material at the end.   The
frames from video taken show that this model was successful in that goal.  The model could have been
pursued as a facade that allowed users to see an approaching wave but depending upon which layer
they were standing behind, they would be more or less sheltered from the impact.

5 mm2

3 mm2

1.5 mm2

.5 mm2

0 mm2 opening size
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investigative site trip
The next phase of my research and really the climatic moment
of my empirical research revolved around an investigative site
trip.  The trip was not seen as an investigation into the potential of a site for my project, but instead as a way to get myself
out onto a large body of water and understand the effects of
that on the human body.  I chose to travel to the land of 1,000
lakes and looked specifically at the Mississippi River running
through Minneapolis and Lake Superior seen from Duluth.
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water:

These thumbnails represent the many
different surface qualities that water can
take on.
a. Lake of the Isles, Calhoun, or Harriet
b. Mississippi River
c. Lake Superior
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c

a

b

c

a

b

c

c

b

c

b

c

a

c

b

c
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vehicles:

I purposefully got into as many different
water vehicles and onto as many different structures to view water as possible.
This allowed for a first person perspective and comparison of ones understanding from the varying heights, speeds, and
sensory experiences relative to water.

on water

1

2

3

4

31’-2”

land

6
65’-2”
60’-0”

26’-0”

7
80’-2”
75’-0”

15’-8”

19’-8”

10’-6”

14’-6”
10’-8”
2’-0”
4”

5’-6”

3”

1

2
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5

bridges

6’-8”
3’-0”
1’-6”
6”

1’-6”

20’-2”
15’-0”

5’-8”
0’-6”

Duluth

Minneapolis

1

2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3

.25

.5

1. Lake of the Isles
2. Lake Calhoun
3. Lake Harriet

1 mile

.25

.5

Mississippi River

1 mile

.25

.5

1 mile

Lake Superior and Harbor
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

vehicles: on water

.25

.5

1. Lake of the Isles
2. Lake Calhoun
3. Lake Harriet

on water
1

vehicle

position of body to water

31’-2” above water
eye height
26’-0” above water
floor height
19’-8” above water
eye height
14’-6” above water
floor height
10’-8” above water
eye height
5’-6” above water
floor height

2
2’-0” above water
eye height
4” above water
center of gravity
3” below water
sitting height

due to the low center of gravity, a kayak provides much
more stability than a canoe, allowing this vechicle to travel
through much rougher waters

3
3’-0” above water
eye height
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1’-6” above water
center of gravity
6” above water
sitting height

3

.25

.5

1 mile

.25

Lake of the Isles
Lake Calhoun
Lake Harriet

.5

1 mile

parallel view to water (horizon)

upper level

.25

Mississippi River

middle level

lower level

perpendicular view to water (surface)

upper level

.5

1 mile

Lake Superior and Harbor

middle level

lower level

impact of vehicle on water

little to no side waves created, but leaves a fleeting trace of traveled path on water

kayak leaves almost no trace, except for side disturbance caused by paddles, can
create small fleeting whirlpools underwater

Lake Calhoun

Lake Superior

Lake Calhoun

Lake Superior
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eye height

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

4” above water
center of gravity

vehicles: on water

3” below water
sitting height

.25

.5

1. Lake of the Isles
2. Lake Calhoun
3. Lake Harriet

on water

due to the low center of gravity, a kayak provides much
more stability than a canoe, allowing this vechicle to travel
through much rougher waters

vehicle

3
1

position of body to water

31’-2” above water
eye height
26’-0” above water
floor height
3’-0” above water
eye height
19’-8”
above water
eye
1’-6”height
above water
center of gravity
14’-6” above water
6” above water
floor height
sitting height
10’-8” above water
eye height
5’-6” above water
floor height

4
2
15’-8” above water
eye height
2’-0” above water
10’-6” above water
eye height
floor height
4” above water
center of gravity
6’-8” above water
eye height
3” below water
sitting height
1’-6” above water
floor height

on bridges
3
5

due to the low center of gravity, a kayak provides much
more stability than a canoe, allowing this vechicle to travel
through much rougher waters

location

position of body to water

65’-2” above water
eye height
3’-0” above water
eye height
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1’-6” above water
center of gravity
6” above water
sitting height

60’-0” above water
bridge height

3

.25

.5

1 mile

.25

Lake of the Isles
Lake Calhoun
Lake Harriet

.5

1 mile

.25

Mississippi River

parallel view to water (horizon)

.5

kayak leaves almost no trace, except for side disturbance caused by paddles, can
create small fleeting whirlpools underwater

1 mile

Lake Superior and Harbor

perpendicular view to water (surface)

impact of vehicle on water

small, fleeting path caused by canoe, paddles create slightly more disturbance
although they are not as intimately noticed as when in a kayak

little to no side waves created, but leaves a fleeting trace of traveled path on water

these waves
reached about
1’-2’ in height,
however in the
gulf people can
actually surf off
of these types of
kayak
almost no trace, except for side disturbance caused by paddles, can
wavesleaves
created
create
small
fleeting whirlpools underwater
by larger
ships

upper level

lower level

parallel view to water (horizon)

upper level

lower level

perpendicular view to water (surface)

impact of disturbance on water
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6’-8” above water
eye height

vehicles: on bridges

1’-6” above water
floor height

on bridges

location

5

position of body to water

65’-2” above water
eye height
60’-0” above water
bridge height

80’-2” above water
eye height

6

75’-0” above water
bridge height

20’-2” above water
eye height
15’-0” above water
bridge height

on land
7
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location

position of body to water

5’-8” above water
eye height

these waves
reached about
1’-2’ in height,
however in the
gulf people can
actually surf off
of these types of
waves created
by larger ships

parallel view to water (horizon)

perpendicular view to water (surface)

impact of disturbance on water

the water transitions as it goes
through the turbine system, from
sleek and straight to sharply and
forcefully turned into choppy and
frothy waves and mist

large boat on river creates very large
disturbance, v shape tail emerges
with deeper wider waves in the
middle and looser, faster, and smaller
waves occur on the sides

parallel view to water (horizon)

perpendicular view to water (surface)

impact of disturbance on water
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vehicles: on land

80’-2” above water
eye height

6

75’-0” above water
bridge height

20’-2” above water
eye height
15’-0” above water
bridge height

on land
7

location

position of body to water

5’-8” above water
eye height

0’-6” above water
land
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large boat on river creates very large
disturbance, v shape tail emerges
with deeper wider waves in the
middle and looser, faster, and smaller
waves occur on the sides

parallel view to water (horizon)

perpendicular view to water (surface)

impact of disturbance on water

wind can be calmed by even the smallest of breaks, creating two very different patterns on top of the water, one
very rough and one very smooth
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trip observations:

I went on the trip with the mind-set to “leave no
rock un-turned” and really try to discover things
without the fear that what I was looking into might
not lead to any big outcome or resulting design
work. However, with that mind-set you can’t help
but notice things you typically wouldn’t, which
overall provides for a rich array of information to
interrupt and design from.
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light and water:

6:30 am

88

6:40 am

6:50 am

7:00 am

7:10 am

7:20 am

7:30 am

7:40 am

7:50 am

8:00 am
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light and water:

all light reflected
from the surface
of smooth water
light rays
reflection
diffusion

angle 48.5 or less
angle 48.5 or less

all light reflected
from the underside of the
surface

90

night: water at night disappears with blackness, except for city night lights

day: reflection of sun on the waves projected onto the floor limits: must have
clear and shallow waters to produce
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light and water:

with flash: transparent

92

without flash: opaque

93

light and water:

in shadow: contrast is higher, results in the most dynamic display of movement
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glassy, calm water

rough water

reflections: clearer in glassy, clam water, opposed to rough waters
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light and water:

no shimmer

96

of sun
height ofheight
sun
spread
of shimmer
spread
of

shimmer

must be looking into sun to
see shimmer on water
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perspective:

sky

capturing the moment
where air and water meet

top of
water

sunlight
streaming
down

underwater
98

into Lake Superior

between water and air
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perspective:

Water offers a relatively flat foreground
for viewing purposes, because of this it
allows for completely unobstructed views.

sky

horizon

land
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on land

on water

sky

sky

land/buildings

land/buildings

land=static

water = constant motion

toward horizon

toward land

sky

sky

land/buildings

water = constant motion

water = constant motion
101

perspective:

Looking at water within limits, opposed
to looking at it in infinity, gives a unique
perspective. One can no longer track a
wavelength or a particle floating through,
but they can begin to judge the speed
with which the water is moving.
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trip outcome:

The main outcome of the trip resulted
in this realization that while water can
appear to be flat, especially when looking
at a large body of it, or from far away - it’s
really not. If full of peaks and valleys and
it’s constantly moving and flowing, and
changing. That line where air and water
meet is in a constant state of flux and
capturing that creates this play between
two different worlds. This discovery
sparked the concept that drove the rest
of my thesis.
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generally smooth gradient

this is not flat!
chaotic constant motion
105

the question / concept

106

The concept and question could only have come after I had heavily
invested myself into the study of water.  The investigative site trip was
the most key exploration I did that lead to the overall concept.  The study
of surfers and scuba divers was key for the formulation of the question.  
However, all the research in some way aided into my decision making
that propelled the process presented in this section.
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concept
I became completely invested in the line where air and water
meet and the idea that water is constantly in a state of flux
even when it appears to be flat.  My concept pushes and pulls
that line of air meeting water until it is so drastic that it exploits it.  The super verticality of it becomes this vertical commentary on the relative flatness of water.
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concept section:

represents a hyper section through water
Blue: water
Red: underwater occupiable spaces
Green: above water occupiable spaces
light blue: contained swimming pools

110
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water displacement:

This model was my first attempt at trying
to displace water above a datum line. I
thought that in order to do that it must
be contained. This thought caused me
to lose some faith in the concept as I
thought it would require unreasonable
amounts of engineering to pull this off on
a building scale.
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water displacement:

By applying some program and architectural scale to this concept, it allows one
to begin to understand some of the experiences to be had. This system takes
a portion of the water and displaces it
above the normal surface level. This allows users to experience deeper depths
of the ocean without immersing ones self
in the water and still have access to air
and exposure to the sky. It also allows
for users to experience immersion in
water above the natural ocean level.
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question
“how should architecture enhance one’s experience with water?”

117

the constraints

118

The constraints were developed in a “bare bones” manner in the fall
semester (represented here) and then finalized in the final design phases
in the spring (represented in the schematic design and final presentation sections).  The constraints were not fully developed completely
divorced from the concept, however in their early conceptual stages they
were largely separate.  This allowed me to begin to start making concrete design decisions and simultaneously begin to narrow my scope of
research.  I specifically developed the constraints to allow me the utmost
freedom and release from complexity to allow myself to focus on the
ultimate goal: experiential qualities.
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site
A series of maps were created to begin the process of site
selection.  Nothing was ruled out in the beginning and since
approximately 70% of the Earth is covered in water, this created a great number of potential sites.  The maps were overlaid
and eventually certain regions began to look more appropriate
than others.  In the end the decision to select the final site was
one that involved not just the hard line research from the map
overlays but more importantly it was an intuitive and gut reaction towards one specific site in general.
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site:

The Great Barrier Reef
was ultimately selected for
the site mainly because of
it’s reputation for beautiful
underwater scenery.
4
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topography:
Australia

Cairns
Townsville
Bowen

Mackay

Gladstone

Bundaberg
Hervey Berg
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site arrival:

Part of the experience will be the portion spent
simply arriving. The site is located in the
beige portion, forcing users to go through the
red zoned area. This arrival sequence takes
advantage of the spectacular views offered [as
seen to the right] and also sets the stage for the
user’s experience, when they do arrive.

experience
destination
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program
The program was developed in similar fashion to the hotel,
where nothing was ruled out in the beginning.  A complete list
was created to determine a program that would allow for the
fullest opportunity to exploit an architecture enhancing one’s
experience with water.  
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program selection:

130

131

132

133

134

135

proposed program:

The three; planetarium, hotel, and park, were chosen for further investigation. The three were selected based upon their relatively open programmatic nature
and for their existing experiential qualities. After further developing each one individually, a decision was made to incorporate all three into one program proposal. The proposed program focuses around a hotel, but has public multi-use “park” spaces offering, among others, a planetarium-like experience.
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hotel:

planetarium:

park:
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138

user
The study of scuba divers and surfers certainly sparked some
interest in designing a hotel specifically for users of those
activities.  However, as the site and program became more
fully developed it was decided to leave the user much more
open-ended.  This allowed for the focus to remain on creating
experiential qualities that could be enjoyed by a wide audience and not gett caught up in the technical aspects of scuba
diving and surfing.
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schematic design

140

Schematic design began right around Thanksgiving.  The first round of
design developed specifically for the December review was completely
divorced from the concept.  The schematic design developed around
the concept actually began first thing in the spring semester.  It started
with finalizing details on the concept.  Next development of the site led
to the design of the form and geometry of the architecture.  Finalizing
the program and developing actual square footages was done simultaneously throughout the previous steps.  The tectonics was last phase to be
developed and was also the most complex and labor intensive.
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december review
For the December review I developed a “kit of parts” approach
for the schematic design.  I designed specific ways to handle
the: arrival, public spaces, hotel entry, and rooms, with the
idea that I could mix and match the various methods together
to create a complete building.
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method of arrival:

fixed
lobby

fixed
stairs

floating
entry point

method
of arrival

ide

ht

hig

x'

walking under
water level
with water above

e

w

lo

tid

m
walking above
water level

walking under
water level
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public spaces:

series of contained pools with
open water as separators

multiple entrances and methods to
enter open water

swimming pool
below open water

open water

public spaces
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hotel entrance:

lobby

a
open waters

b

transparent flooring,
allows for
a) hotel users to see open
waters and swimmers below
b) swimmers to see hotel
users above

resultant possible floor
If the bottom of a transparent floor structure
is placed on level with the surface of water,
the constant fluidity will generate similar
shown patterns, in a constant state of flux.

enclosed pool

open waters

lobby

hotel entrance
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hotel entrance:
“windows” become 3 dimensional
and allow for water to enter the
space within the room

typical room with”flat window”

fish can swim
through structure

walls and ceilings opaque,
users focus on water views
coming through structure
as a result users are unable to
tell what depth they are
currently located at
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hotel entrance

hotel rooms:

complete

hydraulic operated elevator

staircase

individual rooms

hotel rooms
149

hotel rooms:

ocation: under water

location: between air and water

rotate 90
to obtain more viewpoints for
both above and below water

only views above water
views both above and below water
only views below water
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hotel rooms

private balcony with direct
access to water

sliding floor
acts as door

hotel room below

connections to other
rooms / hotel program
occurs all under water

hotel
room

hotel
room

hotel
room

water is captured and continues
through displacement system

private balcony with direct
access to water

hotel
room

hotel
room

hotel
room

sliding floor
acts as door

hotel room below

connections to other
rooms / hotel program
occurs all under water

hotel rooms
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december review boards:
theoretical premise
1. readings

The thesis research began with intensive readings into various philosophies and studies on the state of being and occupancy regarding ones
position above, on, and under abstracted positions in space, with purposeful limited focus upon water as the plane of reference. The [1. readings] diagram represents information from every reading equally. The [2. reflective groupings] represents my analysis of the information based
upon the importance and relevance to my thesis, resulting in three large groupings: being, sense, and location.
2. reflective groupings

Seaman
Architecture, Experience, and Phenomenology

I. Being

A. Perception is created from 3 components.
1. Consciousness
a. Understanding
i. We should investigate beings on the basis of how they are already

understood

Merleau-Ponty,
Phenomenology of Perception
Preface

b. Reality

investigative
s

i. Reality cannot be grasped directly because it is available only
through perceptions of reality which are representation of it in the mind.
c. “Consciousness is not ‘in’ the mind but rather conscious of something other
than itself” – Husserl
d. We do not exist as ourselves but are a network of many beings, man among
men, conscious among consciousnesses.
e. We are a network of relationships
f. Preconciousness
2. The world
a. The built environment
i. Place is the most unique experience of space
ii. Place is bound within actions, routines, others who dwell within
them, and sensory engagements of the human mind with situation.
b. Genius loci
i. The character in the atmosphere of a place with reference to the
impression on the mind.
ii. We project our innerselves onto a place and the place projects
onto us.
c. “All knowledge of the world is gained from point of view.” – Merlou-Ponty
d. The world is there before any possible analysis of mine.
e. “The world is not an object such that I have in my possession the law of its
making – it is the natural setting for all thoughts and perceptions.
3. The human body
a. Something one moves with, not something one moves
b. The unity and movement of the body is coordinated
c. The body is not primordially an object for the person
d. The body is ever present to the person
e. Bodies are in constant interaction with the environment, the world, and our
self
f. Role of the body as the locus of perception through consciousness

The Primacy of Perception
Chapter 2
Arnheim,
Visual Thinking
Chapter 2: Intelligence of Visual Perception
The Dynamics of Architectural Form
Chapter 2: Vertical and Horizontal
Heidegger,
Basic Writings
Chapter 1: Being and Time
Menin
Constructing Place
Introduction
Retreating to Dwell: Playing and Retreating at
Murratsato
Sharr
The Professor's House at Freiburgim - Breisgqu

B. Phenomenology
1. Deepens normal sensory reactions
2. The consciousness experience, without accounting for explanation, abstract thought,
or traditional, philosophical questions.
3. “The phenomenological world is not pure being, but the sense which is revealed where
the paths of my various experiences intersect, and also where my own and other people intersect and engage
each other like gears.
4. Starting point for getting to essences – a direct experience of the world as it is, not
explained by science, history, or sociology.
a. A return to the things themselves.
b. Existence does not stem from antecedents, from the physical, social environment, existence sustains them.
C. Understanding
1. We should investigate beings on the basis of how they are already understood
2. Understanding something; equals the analysis of existence.
a. We cannot understand something if we cannot see ourselves in it, experiencing it.
3. Dasein
a. Heidegger’s rejection of the separation of mind, body, and place; and holistic
term: Dasein, literally meaning ‘being there.”
b. Our understanding of the world is determined directly by our experiencing of
it.
i. Understanding is vague and unique.
ii. We cannot explain how to do something, but we can show by doing it.
c. Anti-Cartesian
D. Architectural References
1. The experience of architecture is bound within the experience of your body as the
means for that experience.
a. Can architecture push the boundaries/limits of embodied experience?
i. Introduce radically different and even shocking experiences to
uproot us from nature.
ii. Use nature to create the more shocking experience and draw us
away from the mundane, stereotyped, and unnatural communities we live in.
iii. Architecture can provide grounds fro perception into unknown
worlds; what we understand and don’t.

Ewing
Horizon in the Hamar Museum: an instrument of
architecture and a way of looking at site
Weston
From Place to Planet: Jorn Utzon's Earthland
platforms and floating roofs
Unwin
Constructing Place...On the Beach
Blom
Transparency and Catatonia
Pallasmaa
The Eyes of the Skin
Golaxy
Earth Sheltered Habitat
Rush
On Architecture

II. Senses

A. The 6 senses.
1. Touch



2. Sight

3. Sound

mind” - Pallasmaa

4. Smell
5. Taste

b

a

c

i

t

t
b

a

r
b

most relevant

location
relevant

above

b

1

2

c

observations
a

c

b

boat
kayak
canoe
boat
bridge
bridge
land

c

vehicle

3

.25

.5

1 mile

1 mile

.25 .5

Mississippi River

1 mile

Lake Superior and Harbor

parallel view to water (horizon)

perpendicular view to water (surface)

2’-0” above water
eye height
4” above water
center of gravity
3” below water
sitting height

a. Mother of all senses
b. Understand distances and separation through touch.
c. Understand nearness, intimacy, and affection.
d. Haptic experience
i. All other senses deeply connected with touch.
a. Dominants the other senses in modern architecture
b. Most related to perception
c. Understand distances and separation through sight.
d. Sight can operate selectively

due to the low center of gravity, a kayak provides much more stability than a
canoe, allowing this vechicle to travel through much rougher waters

Lake Calhoun

Lake Superior

Lake Calhoun

Lake Superior

a. Understand distances and separation through sound (echos).
b. Susceptible to highly complex organizations in space and time.
c. “Space traced by the ear in darkness can carve a cavity sculpted in the
a. Most persistent memory of any place is created by smell.

3’-0” above water
eye height

canoe

1’-6” above water
center of gravity
6” above water
sitting height

sky

Looking at water within limits, opposed to looking at it in infinity, gives a
unique perspective. One can no longer track a wavelength or a particle
floating through, but they can begin to focus on other aspects, most
notably the speed with which the water is moving.

top of water

sunlight streaming
down

with flash

A simultaneous investigation, alongside the theoretical premise, took place through a precedent study. The theoretical premise was purposefully divorced from water, however the precedent study was completely dependent upon it. Built projects, competitions, theoretical studies, submarines and
military structures were all studied based on their relationship to water, specifically categorizing them as above, on, and below. Each project was printed
on a 3” x 5” in. note card allowing me to make notes on the back. The 9 below represent a very small sampling of some of the most relevant.
on

.25 .5

1. Lake of the Isles
2. Lake Calhoun
3. Lake Harriet

position of body to water

kayak

between water and air

watching a sunrise or
sunset on water, allows for
a completely unobstructed
view to where water
appears to meet the sky

6:30 am

6:40 am

6:50 am

7:00 am

7:10 am

7:20 am

without flash

transparency vs opacity,
depends upon lighting level

underwater

below

6:20 am
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III. Location:
A person’s point of view (both physically and mentally) directly determines their understanding of what they are
seeing. As does movement (parallax)
A. Above
1. Verticality stresses: (negatives contributed to long-term effects)
a. Hierarchy
b. Ambition
c. Isolation
i. Inwardness
d. Competition
i. Assertiveness
ii. Human pride
e. Highly idealized and disembodied
i. It is easy to make something look ideal when seen from above, no
contact with actual conditions/reality.
2. Positive connotations (contributed to short-term effects)
a. Judge
b. Power
c. Watchman
d. Spirituality
i. A rise from Earth = realm of light
ii. Positive Enlightenment and unobstructed outlook
3. Gravity
a. Most noticed in ‘Above’ location
b. Themes of weightlessness and flotation
c. Climbing = striving to overcome a counterforce located in own body
i. gratification consists in the conquering of one’s own inert heaviness to get to a high goal
d. The sense of gravity is the essence of all architectonic structures and great
architecture makes us aware of the world and at the same time makes us aware of the depth of the earth and
the dream of flight and levitation
e. How do we overcome something like gravity?
i. In water gravity acts differently
f. when reach final position feeling is, center point of self is too far below
B. On (Zero level)
1. Horizontality emphasizes
a. Interaction
b. Free mobility
c. Ease of progress
d. Arena of action
i. Object and organizer of all human activity
e. Immense space
f. No direction
g. Easiest
h. Infiniteness
2. Horizontal Plane as site
a. First/essential piece in any formal system
b. Making territory of significant opposition
c. Understanding intention of site
i. Surrounding limits and environment
d. Open/expanse unbounded, formless, filled
3. Neutral
a. Gravity
b. Connotations
c. Easiest for man to occupy, most historically/commonly occupied
4. Additive
a. Matter abounds but leaves spaces in between
b. Contrast with removal in ‘below’
C. Below
1. Negative Connotations
a. Absence of light
b. Absence of noise - eerie
c. bad construction
d. graves/demons
e. poverty
f. isolation (same as above)
g. dampness
2. Gravity
a. Different effect from above and on
b. More effect of succumbing to something by traveling downward and then
when reached final position, then feeling is neutral.
3. Removal
a. Process of digging into Earth (or another material)
b. Compactness through which openings must be bored
c. Material must be place in ‘on’ position
d. Becoming involved with matter, rather than relinquishing it
4. Light (absence/artificial)
a. Creates realm/entrance to darkness
b. Explore superficiality, ‘light shine in the dark’
c. Darkness can create a sense of community, which leads to solidarity and
strengthens the power of the word

senses

precedent study

c

i
c

Minneapolis

e
c

a. Hardest to put into architecture.
B. Polyphony of the senses
1. The built environment can serve as the vehicle to use all of the senses.
2. Heightening one’s senses can allow for a more heightened overall sensory experience.
a. Leads to a deeper understanding of the space you are in.
C. Light
1. Very ingrained with sight and touch, but can have such effects on the viewer, almost
qualifies as a seventh sensory experience.
2. Depth and shadows lead to imagination in more mysterious ways
3. “Homogeneous bright light paralyzes the imagination in the same way that homogenization of space weakens the experience of being and wipes away sense of place.”

being

Duluth

c

ii. Understanding something; equals the analysis of existence.

7:30 am

once the sun breaks the
horizon line, then the sun
can reflect upon the water
but until then the water remains non-reflective, with
the extreme gradient of the
rising sun above it

7:40 am

7:50 am

8:00 am

surfing
1. Backdoor, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Banzai Pipeline, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Chuns Reef, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Gas Chambers, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Halelwa, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Laniakea, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Log Cabins, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Off the Wall, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Pupukea, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Rockpile, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Rocky Point, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Sunset Beach, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Velzyland, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Waimea Bay Point, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Waimea Bay Shore Break, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Waikiki, Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii
Makaha Beach, Oahu, Hawaii
Mokuleia Beach Park, North Shore, Oahu, Hawaii
Sandy Beach, South Shore , Oahu, Hawaii
2. Cape Hatteras, North Carolina
3. Ocean City, Maryland
4. Sebastian Inlet, Florida
5. La Rocca, Cabo San Lucas, Mexico
6. Soup Bowls, Bathsheba, Barbados, West Indies
7. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
8. Dingle Peninsula, County Clare, Ireland
9. Crantock, Cornwall, United Kingdom
Millock, Cornwall, United Kingdom
Penhale Corner, Cornwall, United Kingdom
Fistral Beach, Cornwall, United Kingdom
Gwithian, Cornwall, United Kingdom
Perranporth, Cornwall, United Kingdom
Porthleven, Cornwall, United Kingdom
1
Porthmere Beach, Cornwall, United Kingdom
10. Jersey, Channel Islands, United Kingdom
11. Caithness, Scotland, United Kingdom
Orkney Islands, Scotland, United Kingdom
12. Bidart Plage, Biarritz, France
Cote de Basque, Biarritz, France
Guethary, Pays Basque, France
Hossegor, Landes, France
13. Pays Basque, Spain
14. Byron Bay, New South Wales, Australia
Burleigh Heads, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
Duranbah, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
Greenmount, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
Kirra, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
Rainbow Bay, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
Snapper Rocks, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
Stradbroke Island, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
Surfers Paradise, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
Broken Head, Northern New South Wales, Australia
Cabarita Beach, Northern New South Wales, Australia
Grassy Head, Northern New South Wales, Australia
Lennox Head, Northern New South Wales, Australia
15. Bells Beach, Victoria, Australia
Johanna, Victoria, Australia
Torquay, Victoria, Australia
16. Denmark, Western Australia
17. Indicators, North Island, New Zealand
Piha, North Island, New Zealand
Ragian, North Island, New Zealand
18. Tavarua Island, Fiji
19. Teahupoo, Tahiti
20. Honolua Bay, Maui, Hawaii
21. Lahaina, Maui, Hawaii
22. Huntington Beach, California
San Clemente Pier, California
San Onofre, California
Sunset Cliffs, California
23. Malibu, California
Half Moon Bay , California
Santa Cruz, California

scuba diving
1. Yongala, Australia
2. Blue Corner Wall, Palau, Micronesia
3. Barracuda Point, Sipadan Island
South Point, Sipadan
Turtle Tavern, Sipadan
Sipadan Drop Off, Sipadan
Hanging Garden, Sipadan
4. Thistlegorm, Egyptian Red Sea
Shark and Yolanda Reef, Egyptian Red Sea
Big Brother, Egyptian Red Sea
Elphinstone Reef, Egyptian Red Sea
Ras Mohammed, Egyptian Red Sea
Blue Hole, Dahab, Egyptian Red Sea
Straits of Tiran, Egyptian Red Sea
Jackson Reef, Egypt
Deadalus, Eqyptian Red Sea
Ghiannis D, Egypt
Little Brother, Egyptian Red Sea
5. Manta Ray Night Dive, Kailua Kona, Hawaii
6. Great Blue Hole, Belize
Half Moon Wall, Belize
The Canyons, Utila, Honduras
7. Liberty, Bali, Indonesia
Gili Air, Indonesia
8. Sha’ab Rumi South, Sudan
St. Johns, Egypt
Umbria, Sudan
9. Sodwana bay, South Africa
Aliwal Shoal, South Africa
10. President Coolidge, Vanuatu
11. Great White Wall, Tavieuni Fiji
Split Rock, Kadavu Isle, Fiji
Wakaya Passage, Fiji
Fish Factory, Vuna Reef, Taveuni, Fiji
Shark Fin, Point, Fiji
12. Manta Reef, Mozambique
Barra Reef, Mozambique
Office, Mozambique
13. Poor Knights, New Zealand
Rainbow Warrier, New Zealand
Tiputa Pass, Rangiroa, New Zealand
14. Osprey Reef, Coral Sea, Australia
Fish Rock, Off South West Rocks, New South Wales
15. Tubbataha, Palawan, Philippines
16. Maaya Thila, Maldives
Rangali Madivaru, Maldives
Manta Point, Maldives
The Express, Kuredu, Maldives
17. Bloody Bay Wall, Little Cayman
Stingray City, Grand Cayman
Shark Alley, Grand Cayman
18. Dos Ojos, Playa del Carmen, Mexico
Santa Rosa Wall, Cozumel, Mexico
Palancanar Bricks, Cozumel, Mexico
Cenotes, Playa Del Carmen, Mexico
19. Gordon’s Rock, Galapagos
Darwin’s Island, Galapagos
Wolf Island, Galapagos
Darwin Arch, Galapagos
20. Mnemba Island, Tanzania
Mafia Island, Tanzania
21. Cod Hole, Northern Great Barrier Reef, Australia
Pixie Pinnacle / Pixie Wall, Great Barrier Reef, Australia
Holmes Reef, Coral Sea, Australia
22. Ulong Channel, Palau
Peteliu Express, Palau
23. Grand Central Station, Gizo, Solomon Islands
24. The Zenobia, Cyprus

shore entry

11
8

9
13

23

10
12

25
26

3
2

22

35
28
27

4

37

5

20

6

21

29

38

36
24
18

19

7
33

24. Punta Rocas, Peru
25. Costa Nova, Aveiro, Portugal
26. Supertubos, Peniche, Portugal
27. La Santa, Lanzarote, Canary Islands
La Santa Lefts, Lanzarote, Canary Islands
Lobos Island, Canary Islands
The Bubble, Fuerteventura, Canary Islands
28. Anchor Point, Agadir, Morocco
29. Cape Three Points, Ghana
30. Cape St. Francis, South Africa
Jeffrey’s Bay, South Africa
31. Cave Rock, Durban, South Africa
North Beach, Durban, South Africa
32. Dungeons, Cape Town, South Africa
33. Noosa Heads, Sunshine Cosast, Queensland, Australia
34. Avalon Beach, Northern New South Wales, Australia
Bondi Beach, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia
Manly Beach, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia
35. Niijima Island, Japan
36. Uluwatu, Bali, Indonesia
37. Jumierah Beach, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
38. Lohifushi Island, Maldives

31
32

14

30

34

16

17

15

required gear

backward roll entry

giant stride entry

saturation
saturated entry
diving
recreational diving
limit for divers aged
under 12 years and
beginner divers

40’

recreational diving
limit for divers
with Open Water
certification

60’

recommended recreational diving limit for
divers, average deph
at which nitrogen
narcosis symptoms
begin to appear

100’

absolute recreational diving limit

130’

37
38

33

technical diving
limit for “extended
range” dives

180’
29

24

4
34

40
18

depth at which
compressed air
results in an
unacceptable risk
of oxygen toxicity

218’
8

17
6

38

5
31

2

26

35
15
41

16

27

25

22
3

19

25. Similans, Thailand
Japanese Gardens, Koh Tao, Thailand
South West, Koh Tao, Thailand
26. Puerto Galera, Philippines
27. Dirty Rock, Cocos Island, Costa Rica
28. Protea Banks, South Africa
29. Blue Hole, Gozo, Malta
Cirkewwa, Malta
30. Pedras Secas, Noronha, Brazil
31. Hilma Hooker, Bonaire
32. Castle Rock, Komodo National Park, Indonesia
Canibal Rock, Komodo, Indonesia
33. Booroo, Isle of Man
34. Wreck of the Bahama Mama, New Providence, Bahamas
35. Los Testigos Islands, Venezuela
36. Perpendicular Wall, Christmas Island, Australia
37. Blockship Tabarka, Scapa Flow, Orkney, Scotland
38. Diamond Rocks, Kilkee, Ireland
39. Fujikawa Maru, Truk Lagoon, New Zealand
40. Bay of Pigs, Cuba
41. Great Basses Reef, Sri Lanka

30
20

32

10

7

36

23

11

21

12

recommended
max technical
diving limit

330’
9
28

14

13

1
39

optional gear

required gear

optional gear

wave type
crest
3

foam line
face
3

4

record depth for
scuba dive on
compressed air

509’

4
steeply rising bottom
board

gradually sloping bottom

buddy

wet / dry suit

leash

cylinder, gauge, console, and regulator

wax

fins

mask and snorkel

buddy

wet / dry suit

decompression limits
reef break
happens when
a wave breaks
over a coral
reef or a rocky
seabed, these
are perhaps the
most dangerous is a surfer
wipes out

shore break
a wave that
breaks directly
on, or very
close to the
shore, this happens when the
beach is very
steep at the
shoreline

point break
refers to the
place where
waves hit a
point of land
or rocks jutting
out from the
coastline

beach break
takes place
where waves
break on a
sandy seabed

continental shelf

depth

Oahu, Hawaii

Jardim do Mar, Madeira, Portugal

1 ATM

1

1

2 ATM

1/2

X2

66’

3 ATM

1/3

X3

99’

4 ATM

1/4

X4

30

40

50

minutes under water
60

70

80

90

100

110

120 130 140

150

160 170

180

190 200

210

220 230

-50’
-60’

8’-14’

15

20

-40’

660’

volume effects in submerging a closed flexible air space
without adding additional air
(free diving)

long boarding

10

10

-10’
-15’
-20’

density

0’

descent
5

volume

Hossegor, Southern France

breaking wave speed (mph)
23”-24”

ascent

with adding additional air (scuba diving)
descent

breathing
ascent

breathing
ascent

-70’
-80’
-90’

no decompression limit

-100’

must complete 8 min. decompression stop at 15’

-120’
1/2
inflates 80 cu ft,
about the size of a
telephone booth

3”-4”

no air
coming in,
air can
go out

air is
coming
in and out

lungs return to normal

lungs return to normal

1/3

no air
coming out
increasing
volume
causes
burst lung

1/4
lungs burst

absolute limit for
surface light
penetration
sufficient for plant
growth, though
minimal visibility
possible farther
down

must complete 3 min. safety stop at 15’

-110’

1

provides maximum stability, control, and
buoyancy, best for beginners as easiest to
catch waves with
standard
1 Aluminum 80
cylinder tank at
3,000 psi

must complete 15 min. decompression stop at 15’

-130’
-140’
-150’
minutes

40

72

60

15

29 4

39

8

113

60

14 15

5’
6’-8’

5’

short boarding

breaking wave height (feet)

weights

-30’
600‘

relationship of wave height, water depth, and wave speed

water depth (feet)

pressure

33’

continental slope

abssyal
Cloudbreak, Fiji

0

submerging flexible air space

inflatable volume
200‘

feet under water

wave break and formation

10’

dive computer

“plunging” breaker (tubing / hollow)

“spilling” breaker (flat / mushy)

-50’
-60’

recreational diving
20”-21”

provides best performance capability, best
for experienced surfers, greater difficulty in
balance and control

-100’
-120’
surface interval stop
decompression stop
divers path

saturation diving

camaraderie

10’

tow-in boarding

-70’

There are several types of diving (recreational, technical, and professional), the most common is recreational.
The reasons for doing recreational diving vary from person to person; however the following images illustrate
some of the main reasons.

2”-3”

15’

-50’

5’8”-6’2”

12”-18”

new surface level contains dry pressurized habitat at same pressure as surrounding water depth, after a period
of 24 hours body becomes saturated (equalized to new working level as surface level) length of time then spent underwater at that level is
unlimited (in regards to decompression), not until body returns to actual surface level must typical decompression be completed

freedom

most dynamic type, strategy is still in
development and rapidly evolving, built to
handle high velocity speeds and large
waves, weight of board is heavier, feet are
strapped in

surface
level
new
working
level

extra equipment required:
jetski, or similar watercraft
suspension cord
sometimes a heliocopter for additional
safety

M O V E M E N T DISCOVERY
>2”

“Waves are a kind of unifying force in the universe, there’s light waves, sound waves, and ocean waves are the only wave in which they are at a human scale. They move at a speed about as fast as we run. Their in this beautiful medium the
ocean. All it takes is just one wave, not even that - one turn, just the moment that keeps pulling you back to have another moment and that feeling never ends” - Steve Hawk “It’s not a part of this world, you’re stepping into liquid, you’re stepping
off of concrete ground and into an element that is always changing and moving and surrounding you” - Riding Giants “Surfing isn’t a sport, it’s a disease” - Big Wednesday “It’s a beautiful elegant diversion.” - Brokedown Melody “It gives you
a very solid feeling once you’ve swam out into the ocean. You step into another element. The surfing culture reflects that. - Marguerite Moreau ”Once the surfing bug bites you, you can never leave.” - Rabbit Kekai “Doing something for the
first time in life, the first time you do anything, the first time you read a book, the first time you take a step, all the great first things you ever do in life, there always the most exciting probably the first time you do them. In the way we surf now,
surfers all around the world all try to push each other and do something more and more but I think it’s really hard just to go out, just to pick up your board and go surfing and ride waves and stil get that same excitment. It has to be about something
else, it has to be about what you’re giving back, or how you’re enjoying it, who you’re sharing it with, and when you see young kids around the world go surfing, you just see them get in the water and its like that purity all over again. It’s like this
is fun, and that’s all it is.” - Brokedown Melody “I think wave riders have to be reminded how lucky they are, to be performing in that venue, to be playing recreating, dancing, whatever it is - surfing is” - Brokedown Melody “Being able to face a
challenge and to live a dream and to feel the energy and get spat out in the end” - Riding Giants “A magic carpet ride” - Dana Brown “Surfing is the ultimate spontaneous involvement in a natural medium” - Riding Giants

nature

and

adventure

introduction to new world

“As a diver you are weightless and can move in three dimensions in a fluid environment.” - Dennis Graver “Words are inadequate to describe the peaceful solitude of inner space one feels underwater.” - Dennis Graver “For some its the
beauty of the reef and the marine life that inhabits it, for others it’st he thrill of discovery deep inside a wreck or cave - everyone has a different reason for scuba divng, but most would agree that it’s for the sheer enjoyment of experiencing
the underwater world, a world so far removed form ours that it will truly amaze you.” “The sea, once it casts its spell, holds one in its net of wonder forever.” - Jacques Cousteau “From birth, man carries the weight of gravity on his shoulders. He is bolted to earth. But man has only to sink beneath the surface and he is free” - Jacques Cousteau “Scuba diving is sensual. To breathe underwater is one of the most fascinating and peculiar sensations imaginable. Breathing
becomes a rhythmic melody of inhalations and exhalations. The cracks and pops of fish and crustaceans harmonize with the rhythmic chiming of the bubbles as you exhale. Soon, lungs act as bellows, controlling your buoyancy as you
achieve weightlessness. And, as in your dreams, you are flying. Combine these otherworldly stimuli and you surrender completely to the sanctuary of the underwater world.” - Tec Clark “Since the magic moment my eyes opened under the
sea, it was not possible for me to see, think, and live as before.” - Jacques Cousteau “When you descend beneath the surface of the water, you enter a new and beautiful world.” - Dennis Graver “It is quite conceivable that underwater man
1,082’ world record for
will be spiritually transformed by his activity, that from his intercourse with the sea he will receive an unexpected gift: a certain wisdom, a different way of thinking, judging and making decisions.” - Jean-Albert Foex

deepest dive on
SCUBA
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december review boards:
site: Great Barrier Reef

3 mm2

5 mm2

1.5 mm2

.5 mm2

0 mm2 opening size

1

2
b

methods for displacement

3

4
a

Lat. 14

enclosure
system

6

5

The enclosure system model was created to test a theoretical cladding
system. It utilizes materials with varying porosities to allow for varying amounts of water penetration. Potentially this could be wrapped
around the structure and based upon program the layers could be removed or added for various degrees of interaction with water.

displacement
system

This system takes a portion of the water and displaces it above the normal surface
level. This allows users to [a] experience deeper depths of the ocean without immersing ones self in the water and still have access to air and exposure to the sky. It also
allows [b] for users to experience immersion in water above the natural ocean level.
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planetarium
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topography

100 mi

hotel

park

Part of the experience of the
hotel will be the portion spent
simply arriving to it. The hotel will be located just past
the Great Barrier Reef. This
passage getting to the hotel
both takes advantage of the
spectacular views offered [as
seen below] and also sets
the stage for the user’s experience at the hotel, when
they do arrive.

designed without programmatic intent

+

designed with programmatic intent
A complete list was created to determine a program that would allow for the fullest opportunity to exploit an
architecture enhancing one’s experience with water. The three above, planetarium, hotel, and park, were
chosen for further investigation. The three were selected based upon their relatively open programmatic
nature and for their existing experiential qualities. After further developing each one individually, a decision
was made to incorporate all three into one program proposal. The proposed program focuses around a
hotel, but has public multi-use “park” spaces offering, among others, a planetarium-like experience.

The concepts designed with programmatic intent (below) will be
analyzed, filtered, and ultimately
selected based upon their success in integration with the initial water displacement concept,
which was designed without any
programmatic intent.

under-water program space
above-water program space
contained pools
open water

fixed
lobby

fixed
stairs

floating
entry point

program

method
of arrival

typical room with”flat window”

“windows” become 3 dimensional
and allow for water to enter the
space within the room

lobby

transparent flooring,
allows for
a) hotel users to see open
waters and swimmers below
b) swimmers to see hotel
users above

e

h tid

hig

a

b

open waters

x'

e

w

lo

tid

resultant possible floor
If the bottom of a transparent floor structure
is placed on level with the surface of water,
the constant fluidity will generate similar
shown patterns, in a constant state of flux.

fish can swim
through structure

enclosed pool

this thesis asks:

how can
architecture
enhance
one’s
experience
with
WATER?
Brittany McClure

open waters

walking under
water level
with water above

walking above
water level

walls and ceilings opaque,
users focus on water views
coming through structure
as a result users are unable to
tell what depth they are
currently located at

walking under
water level
lobby

method of arrival
public spaces

hotel entrance
hotel rooms

series of contained pools with
open water as separators

complete

multiple entrances and methods to
enter open water

hydraulic operated elevator

staircase

individual rooms

rotate 90
to obtain more viewpoints for
both above and below water

swimming pool
below open water

open water

only views above water
views both above and below water
only views below water
location: between air and water

ocation: under water

private balcony with direct
access to water

sliding floor
acts as door

hotel room below

connections to other
rooms / hotel program
occurs all under water

water is captured and continues
through displacement system

private balcony with direct
access to water

hotel
room

hotel
room

hotel
room

hotel
room

hotel
room

sliding floor
acts as door

hotel room below

connections to other
rooms / hotel program
occurs all under water

hotel
room
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at the end of fall semester:

In December I had the bare bones of my site, program,
and user, I had my concept, question and I had a kit of
parts for beginning schematic design. However, the concept was designed without programmatic intent and the kit
of parts program was designed without any concept. They
were completely divorced from each other. Therefore I
proposed that the concepts designed with programmatic
intent would be analyzed, filtered, and ultimately selected
based upon their success in integration with the initial water displacement concept, which was designed without
any programmatic intent.

series of contained pools with
open water as separators

multiple entrances and methods to
enter open water

designed without programmatic intent

+

designed with programmatic intent

swimming pool
below open water

open water

publi
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december abstract:

How can architecture enhance one’s experience with water?
My design thesis deals with water as a site for architecture.
Water offers new potentials to designers over the typical
building site, land. Water is in a constant fluid state, constantly moving, changing, and both adapting to and changing it’s surrounding environment. Land is static, without human intervention. I am studying the relevant and technical
potential for such a site and most importantly the poetic opportunities that can be found, especially in regards to enhancing one’s sensory experience. The phenomenological
effects from occupying space on land to occupying space on
water are vastly different. The nature of the medium of water
allows for completely different occupancy positions, from being above it, to capturing the point where air and water meet,
to effortlessly falling below the surface level and entering an
entirely new world. Water has captivated many throughout
history and certainly led to new advances that have allowed
us to experience water in different ways. However, for the
most part the vehicles we occupy water with are simply that,
vehicles. They are overtly intended for transportation uses
and are rarely permanent structures allowing people to occupy a certain position in water for any length of time. The
goal of this thesis is to develop an architectural idea that
takes advantage of the phenomenological and poetic opportunities and allows man to engage with the extravagance
of open water in a protected, yet new and different way than
currently offered.

Brittany McClure
Design Thesis, Fall 2010
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concept development
After the December review I went back to concept development.  I struggled to find a way to actually displace the water
in way that could plausibly work.  It was with the help of Peter Hind and his daughter that I actually found how you can
vacuum air into a space and thus allow it to be above a natural
datum line.  Once this was established I gained much more
traction in my project and things started to fall into place.
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displacement by piping:

160

hotel room section:

161

water vacuum:

162

163

water vacuum model:

This model was extremely telling. First, it showed that
vacuuming water above the natural line would actually
work. Second it demonstrated the forces that pushing
and pulling the water in this manner would create. After
this model I knew I would have to balance those forces in
some way.
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applying program and circulation:
These were developed to allow me to start to think about how
many different ways program and circulation could be applied to
the concept, to test if the concept would actually work.
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conceptual section:
This was the first time that I was able
to represent how both people and fish
would interact with these volumes of
water.
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site development
The Great Barrier Reef had already been selected as the broad
site, but in order to further the design a more pinpointed location was necessary.  After studying the major cities located
along the Great Barrier Reef, Cairns was the only one with an
international airport.  Mapping the coral reef systems near
Cairns and various travel distances to the reefs resulted in the
selection of first Milln Reef, and then more specifically Petaj
Mooring, largely for the proximity (one hour by boat) and the
underwater scuba diving tunnels.
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12 m

22 m
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site selection:

g. whale bommie
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1. Ribbon Reef No 10 - The Cod Hole
0
25
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3. East Hope Island
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13. Flynn Reef
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15. Milln Reef
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petaj mooring
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form / geometry
The form and geometry began with the knowledge that due to
the forces from the water the volumes extruding in and out of
the datum line should be dome-like in shape.  However, the
layout and relative size was not as clearly determined.

177

first attempt:

Based upon the concept model I had built (page 164) I knew that I was going to have to attempt to balance out the moment forces causing the model to turn.
My first attempt utilized a field condition and stated that for every one peak there had to be two valleys to balance the forces. I placed the domes a very conventional pattern and then using the 1:2 ratio randomly assigned domes as peaks or valleys. I wanted more irregularity in the shape though so I placed various
program into the domes and based upon the size of the placed program scaled the dome accordingly. However, this just resulted in a shape that seemed more
unresolved than the one I started with.

1:2
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arrival point(s)
2,000 (.017)
sub station(s)
1,000 (.008)
lobby / reception area
4,500 (.039)
check in desk
restrooms
100 rooms
400-600 ea
varying sizes/
privacy levels

2.6 %
5.6 %

41 %
6%

breakfast/lunch/dinner
1,000 (.008); 1,250 (.011); 2,000 (.017)
combined or
seperated
kitchen(s)
600 (.005); 700 (.006); 1,200 (.010)

2.1 %

bar
1,500 (.013)

4.3 %

13 %
5.1 %

lounges
1,500 (.013)
viewing areas, reference,
multi-use space
gym
1,000 (.008)

2.7 %

spa / sauna
1,000 (.008)

2.6 %

6%

2.7 %

administration
1,500 (.013)
including 6 gen. offices
back of house
3,500 (.030)
housekeeping, laundry
vegetative areas
5,000 (.043); 40,000 (.344)
hydroponic garden
planetarium
30,000 (.258)
eateries
7,000 (.060); 10,000 (.086)
*in all areas incorporate:
access to water (obviously)
scuba diving / water sports opportunities and access
total:
116,250
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the module:

From my unsatisfaction with the previous layout
and based upon the idea that it takes a tripod
to hold something steady, a triangular module
was created. The ratio of peaks to valleys was
increased from 1:2 to 1:3. The module was
crated with three different size options, to create an easily scalar and varied pattern. The site
was then overlaid with a triangular grid pattern to
determine the modular layout.
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181

site specific

object

linear

modular layout options
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This option was selected for the final site module layout mainly for its straight forward linear
quality. That allows it to line up with the tunnels.
The building is located between the tunnel entrances so as not to block sunlight. The linear
quality also allows for the potential for a straight
forward circulation system, running right down
the middle.
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scale issues:

Studies were done to determine just how tall the
domes were to be. The final selection was 100”.
scale issues:

130’
max recreational
diving limit

126’
108’
90’
72’
54’
36’
18’

0’

0’

number of rooms
per level
6
10
14
18
22
26
30

126 total at max density

240’

415’
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130’ tall

100’ tall

60’ tall

relative scale:
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final modular layout:

intrusion
extrusion

187
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program development
Using the basic program that had been developed in the fall,
I added more specific and necessary elements to it.  Also
developed were precise square footages for the various program components.  The concept of the module allows for any
program piece to be located above, on, or underwater.  The
three varying sizes of the module drove the placement of the
program for the most part.  For example, large program pieces
were placed on the large size modules.
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program placement:

As a very simple system the module allows for program to be placed at any point
between 100’ above sea level to 100” feet
below sea level. Therefore each program
piece can be placed at an optimized position
above, on, or below the water.

100’
90’
80’
70’
60’
50’
40’
30’
20’
10’

-10’
-20’
-30’
-40’
-50’
-60’
-70’
-80’
-90’
-100’
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arrival point(s)
2,000 sq ft
sub station(s)
1,000 sq ft
lobby / reception area
4,500 sq ft
check in desk
restrooms
100 rooms
400-600 sq ft
varying sizes/
privacy levels

breakfast/lunch/dinner
1,000; 1,250; 2,000 sq ft
combined or
seperated
kitchen(s)
600; 700;1,200 sq ft
bar
1,500 sq ft
lounges
1,500 sq ft
viewing areas, reference,
multi-use space
gym
1,000 sq ft
spa / sauna
1,000 sq ft
administration
1,500 sq ft
including 6 gen. offices
back of house
3,500 sq ft
housekeeping, laundry
vegetative areas
5,000; 40,000 sq ft
hydroponic garden
planetarium
30,000 sq ft
eateries
7,000; 10,000 sq ft
*in all areas incorporate:
access to water (obviously)
scuba diving / water sports opportunities and access
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program plan options:

intrusion
extrusion
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ocean
protected ocean
contained pool

arrival points
sub stations / saturation diving
reverse saturation diving
lobby
rooms
restaurants/kitchens
bar

lounge
gym
sauna/spa
administration
back of house
vegetative areas
planetarium

intrusion
extrusion

intrusion
extrusion

ocean
protected ocean

ocean
protected ocean

arrival points
sub stations / saturation diving
reverse saturation diving
lobby
rooms
restaurants/kitchens
bar

lounge
gym
sauna/spa
administration
back of house
vegetative areas
planetarium

arrival points
sub stations / saturation diving
reverse saturation diving
lobby
rooms
restaurants/kitchens
bar

lounge
gym
sauna/spa
administration
back of house
vegetative areas
planetarium

arrival points
sub stations / saturation diving

lounge
gym

mech
space?
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program plan:

The first several attempts at placing program
onto the module layout resulted in programming
each dome with a different program. I took a
closer look at the intersections between an extrusion and intrusion dome to figure out a way to
start grouping domes together through program.

intrusion
extrusion
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intrusion
extrusion

ocean
protected ocean
contained pool

arrival points
sub stations / saturation diving
reverse saturation diving
lobby
rooms
restaurants/kitchens
bar

lounge
gym
sauna/spa
administration
back of house
vegetative areas
planetarium
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program axonometric:

rooms
196

back of house

bars

green space

planetarium

restaurants

lobby

administration

saturation diving

lounge space

spa

contained pools

gym

reverse saturation diving
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tectonics
The tectonic aspects remained prevalent, although more background, at all stages of the project.  Technical and detailed realism was never the end goal, but basic plausibility was.  The
tectonics were studies to mediate a way between the structurally clean conceptual idea and the unavoidable required naval
engineering.
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float-ability :

In order to allow the module to float the tripod
supports had to increase from the proposed
original. To simply get the extruded water volume to float the intrusions of air needed to displace exactly the volume of water found in the
extrusion.
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for an object to float it must displace a volume of water whose weight equals that of the object

float
weight = 58,281,612 lbs

weight of salt water = 62 lbs/cubic foot
58,281,612 lbs = 984,057 cubic feet
62 lbs/cubic foot

displaced volumes
984,057 cubic feet = 328,019 cubic feet
3 units
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two layered skin system:

primary structure
air space:
acces to pressurized areas
occurs through here

drain:
piping system to
drain excess water

202

structure 1:

5’

20’

20’

203

structure 1:

204

structure 1 exploded:

stairs

ramps

acrylic layer 2

structure

acrylic layer 1

flotation platform

water volumes
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from post and beam
to space frame:
This switch not only involved a different
structural system, but removed the flat
surface covering the water linking the
intrusions and extrusions together. The
new space frame system, linked the
module together with an open frame,
allowing users more immediate access
to water.
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structure 2:

207

structure 2 exploded:
stair

#160

#75
#35

830’

ramp

230’
50’

360’

60

20’

15’

maximum offset
for program

10’

20’
20’

structure
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10’
10’
5’
5’

structure 2 module:

450’
225’
height extrusion: 100’
height intrustion: 60’

height extrusion: 50’
height intrustion: 30’

112.5’
height extrusion: 25’
height intrustion: 15’
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structure 2 plan:
intrusion
extrusion

intrusion
extrusion

intrusion
extrusion

intrusion
extrusion

intrusion
extrusion
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rooms

restaurant

lounge

admin and
back of house

lounge

lounge

rooms

rooms and vegetation

intrusion
extrusion

rooms

rooms and vegetation

gym and sauna

lobby

lounge

planetarium

rooms

restaurant
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structure 2 renderings:

212

213

structure re-visit:

A decision was made to redesign the structure in an attempt
to make it match the actual forces from the water acting
upon it and allow program and mechanical to more easily fit
onto it.
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structure 3 (final):

A stress trajectory pattern specifically for domes was used
to generate the final structural system. The structure thins
at the peaks where the forces are minimized and expands
where the forces increase.

stress trajectories
in a spherical dome
due to wind forces
wind direction
archlike action
cablelike action

215

final presentation

216

8:45 am Thursday, April 7, 2011
Guest Critic: John McMorrough
Faculty Jury: Chris Ford
Jeff Day
Peter Hind
Steve Hardy
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orthographic drawings
Linework drawings were used to present the building as an
object and to convey the plausibility and tectonic aspects.
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module float-ability:
total square feet = 50,470
using polycarbonate plus supporting steel members @ 5 lbs/ft
total weight = 252,350 lbs

total length of pipe = 85,435’
using 8” steel pipe @ 29 lbs/ft
total weight = 2,477,615 lbs

total volume of water = 940,026 cubic feet
water weighs 62 lbs/cubic foot
total weight = 58,281,612 lbs

total weight = 61,011,577 lbs
must displace that amount of weight in
water @ 62 lbs/cubic foot
984,057 cubic feet total
221

piping / desalinization:

The structure allows for piping to run through it.
This provides a way to pipe water that falls into
the valleys of the structure out, and also provide
desalinated water. The desalinization process is
similar to one proposed by Emergent Architecture.
It uses chilled water piped from deep underwater
and the warm sea breezes to evaporate the salt
out of the sea-water. This water can then be used
for drinking.
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pressurized
room section:

The rooms had to be pressurized to
the same pressure as the water at
the level. This allows the water to
not fill into the room air space and
for users to enter it at different height
levels.
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additive components:
These components provided extra program
elements in the form of various pods that
could be attached to the flat structure.

circulation:

entry to water:

slope

diving board

slide

224

dock:

hydroponic vegetation:

small water craft

large plants

larger boats

small plants

energy production:

seating:

algae fuel

bench

wave turbines

net / hammock
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the module:

program plates:

ramp circulation:

stair cores:

max offset distance
L: 20’
M: 15’
S: 10’

total ramp length
L extrusion: 830’
L intrusion: 360’

number of stairs:
L: 160
M: 75
S: 35

M extrusion: 230’
M intrusion: 60’
S extrusion: 50’
S intrusion: 15’

S

M

L
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dimensions:
L: 115’
W: 115’
H extrusion: 25’
H intrusion: 15’

dimensions:
L: 235’
W: 235’
H extrusion: 50’
H intrusion: 35’

dimensions:
L: 475’
W: 475’
H extrusion: 100’
H intrusion: 70’

acrylic water volumes:

dome structure:

connective structure:

water volume (cubic ft):
L extrusion: 940,000
L intrusion: 314,000

spacing offset:
L: 12’
M: 8’
S: 5’

open to water area :
L max: 600 sq ft
L min: 19 sq ft

M extrusion: 120,000
M intrusion: 45,000

M max: 154 sq ft
M min: 5 sq ft

S extrusion: 14,700
S intrusion: 5,000

S max: 36 sq ft
S min: 2 sq ft
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the plan:
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site plan:
rooms

lounge

restaurant

lounge

admin and
back of house

lounge

rooms

rooms and vegetation

extrusion
intrusion
rooms

rooms and vegetation

gym and sauna

lobby

lounge

planetarium

rooms

restaurant
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the section:

230

231

the section:

232

233
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models
The models completed throughout the research and schematic design phases and even for the final presentation were
never seen as finished products.  They stayed largely conceptual throughout always allowing me to make changes and test
out new ideas.
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236

the concept:

237

238

the structure:

239

the molds

240

the site:

241
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renderings / animation

The renderings and animation were specifically designed to
be used together and detailed in a manner that would relate
the experiential qualities of the project to the audience.
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entry:

244
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contained pool:

246

247

planetarium:

248

249

inside module above water datum:

250
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parting shot:

252

253

animation
sequence:

Please view while listening to
“Octopus’s Garden”, by the
Beatles.
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conclusion

256

Guest critic John McMorrough asked a question during the
final review that at the time I wasn’t quite sure not only how to answer
it, but if to take it as a positive or negative thing.  The question was,
“What existing building can you relate this to, or what building can
you use as precedence.”  I responded that, “I have seen some loosely
related theoretical and competition projects, but nothing that is built.”  
On one level I can understand the need to relate this project to another, because it gives it architectural relevancy.  However, I took the
fact that he couldn’t come up with a good precedent either as a sign
that I had created something new.  I had actually come up with an idea
about how to enhance one’s experience with water that hadn’t been
seen before.  That knowledge and knowing that I contributed something “new” to architecture is the best sense of academic accomplishment one can have.
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